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Abstract 
This report describes a theoretical method for the prediction of fin 
forces and moments on bodies at high angle of attack irt subsonic and 
transonic flow. The body is assumed to be a c:ir~ular cyliDder with 
cruciform fins (or wings) of arbitrary planform. The body can have an 
arbitrary roll (or bank) angle, and each fin can have individual control 
deflection. The method combines a body vortex flow model and lifting 
surface theory to predict the normal force distribution over each fin 
surface. Extensive comparisons are made between theory and experi
ment for various planform fins. A description of the use of the computer 
program that implements the method is given. 

•This work was sponsored in part by the Air Force Armament Laboratory (AFATL/DLJ), 
Eglin AFB, FL, under Air Force Contract No. F08635-77-C-0049. The contract was in 
support of research done while the author was on the faculty of ~he Department of 
Mechanical Engineering, University of T~xas at Austin. The cpnlracl monitor for AFATL 
was D. C. Daniel (DLJ). 
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Nomenclature 

a 

A. 

b 

c, 

Body radius 

Aspect ratio of fins based on exposed plan
form area, Eq (19c) 

Planform aspect ratio of fins based on exten
sion through the body b2/Sf 

p 

Fin span 

Fin semispan 

Root bending moment (Figure 29) 

Roll ~oment coefficient (f lqoo Sbd) 

Roll damping moment coefficient deriva
tive (aCe/ ap )p_o 

Pitch moment coefficient (m/qooSbd) 

Yaw moment coefficient (n/qooSbd) 

Local normal force coefficient of fin, Eq (14) 

Local normal force coefficient of fin due to 
angle of attack, Eq (33) 

Normal force coefficient derivative of fin 
(acN;aa)a_o 

Panel root bending moment coefficient 
[B I qoo(bo - a) Sf] 

Panel hinge moment coefficient (H/qoo c, Sf) 

Panel normal force coefficient (N /q
00 

Sf) 

Root chord of fin 

Side force coefficient (F y! qoo Sb) 

Normal force coefficient (F.Iqoo Sb) 

Body diameter 

Forces in the x,y,z directions, respectively 
(Figure 1) 

Panel hinge moment (Figure 29) 

rrk Unit vectors in the x,y,z directions, respec
tively 

Id Fin deflection interference coefficient, 
Eq (39) 

IP Rolling-motion interference coefficient, 
Eq (44) 

k 8 Interference lift ratio (Figure 51) 

l,m,n 

M 

n 

Potential flow lift coefficient, Eq (34h) 

Vortex flow lift coefficient, Eq (34i) 

Length of the vortex sheet, Eq (6a) 

Roll, pitch, and yaw moments, respectively 
(Figure 1) 

Mach number 

Unit normal vector for fin surface 

p 
' q: 

u,v,w 

u 

---+ 

v 
x,y,z 

(X 

(J 

Normal force 

Total number of vortices in cross-flow plane 

Dimensionless roll speed (J b
0
/U

00
) 

Dynamic pressure (1 I 2 p U2) 

Radius of vortex core 

Polar coordinates in cross-flow plane 

Coordinates of primary body vortex 

Complex position in the cross-flow plane 
(y + i z) 

Frontal area of missile body (11" a2) 

Exposed planform area of fin, Eq (19d) 

Planform area of two fins including exten
sion through the body, Eq (40b) 

Velocities in the x,y,z directions, respective
ly (Figure I) 

Magnitude of velocity 

Freestrearri cross-flow velocity, U
00 

sin ab 

Cross-flow velocities in the y,z directions, 
respectively, Eq (2) 

Flow field velocity (u i + v T + w k) 
Body Cartesian coordinates (Figure 1) 

Location of primary body vortex in cross
flow plane 

Angle of attack 

Local angle of attack 

Stall angle of attack of the fin, Eq (35b) 

Strength of the primary body vortex 

Stength of vortex sheet 

Control deflection of the j'th fin (Figure 10) 

Geometric scaling factor for fin, Eq (20a) 

A Sweep angle of fin 

~,71 Fin-oriented surface coordinates, Eq (18) 

p Fluid density 

4> Roll angle (Figure 10) 

~ Roll rate (rad/s) 

Subscripts: 
b Missile body 

e 

ee 
te 

"Effective" value of argument 

Leading edge 

Trailing edge 

co Freestream conditions 

Superscripts: 
Derivative with respect to time 

A "Effective" value of argument 
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Summary 
The present investigation is concerned with the 

theoretical prediction of fin forces and moments on 
bodies at high angle of attack in subsonic and tran
sonic flow. Tl)e body is assumed to be a circular 

· cylinder with a streamlined nose and only cruciform 
fins (or wings) as attached lifting surfaces. The fins 
are assumed to be planar and have s.traight leading, 
trailing and tip chord edges. The leading edge can 
have arbitrary sweep back and the trailing edge can 
be swept back or forward. The body can. !)ave an 
arbitrary roll (or bank) angle and each fin can have 
arbitrary control deflection. The vortices shed from 
the body are assumed to be symmetrically located 
with respect to the angle of 4ttack plane and of equal 
strength but opposite rotational sertse. The highest 
angle of attack of the body for which the body 
vortices remain syrp.metric depends on the nose fine
ness ratio, body fineness ratio, and Mach number; 
normally this angle is near 25°. The body flow field 
model and lifting theory use some empirical data, but 
the user of the method need not provide a11y addi~ 
tional data. A description of the construction and use 

of the program FINLOAD, which implements the 
method, is given. 

Extensive comparisons are made between predict
ed results and experimental measurements. Included 
in the comparisons are: panel normal force, root 
bending moment, induced roll moment, nonlinear 
roll damping moment, pitch (or yaw) control forces, 
and roll control moment. The force and moment 
predictions are compared with experimental data for 
six different fin geometies; these include delta, 
clipped delta, and rectangular planforms. Predictions 
for wing alone normal force characteristics are com
pared with data for rectangular, delta, clipped delta, 
diamond, arrow, clipped arrow, and trapezoidal plan
forms. Extensive discussions are given that explain 
the underlying aerodynamic causes of fin force and 
moinent nonlinearities and how these are related to 
fin geometry. Good agreement between the present 
method and experiment is obtained, except for con-

. trol force and moment where the agreement could be 
characterized as "fair." 
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Prediction of ·Forces and Moments on 
Finned Bodies. at High Angle of Attack 
in Transonic Flow 

Introduction 
The aerodynamics of missiles and bombs at high 

angle of attack has become increasingly important for 
modern design requirements,. ~xa_mpl~~. of ,this are 
high maneuverability of air-to-air-missiles and toler
ance of large disturbances at store separati'on. At high 
angle of attack, a body of revolution sheds two sym
metric vortices from the leeside of the body, and 
these grow in strength along the length of the body. 
The body's attached lifting surfaces are immersed in 
this vortex wake flow and, consequently, the·surface 
pressure distributions are significantly changed frcim 
the potential flow case. This,. in turri.; causes nonlin
earities in the forces and moments produced by the 
lifting surfaces. · These nonli"nearities have been 
known to cause serious flight stabiiity and controlla
bility problems in vehicle flight dyi\amics. · · · 

Attempts at predicting the forces and moments 
produced by lifting surfaces in a symmetric body
vortex wake have met "Yith moderate success. Very 
early work was done by Mello and Sivier1 for a 
cruciform-fin missile in supersonic flow. References 
2 and 3 report reasonably successful work for incom
pressible and supersonic flow, respeCtively, but only 
rectangular fin planforms were considered. The ap
proach taken was to calculate the. body-flow field 
using a vortex-modeling technique and then use. this 
as input to a lifting theory.2·3 The most ex~ensive 
work on the subject has been achieved by Nielson 
and his associates.4-7 They have attacked the very 
difficult problem of a general canard-fin-body con
figuration in transonic and supersonic flow with 
both symmetric and asymmetic body vortices and 
canard vortices. Their approach is a combination of 
slender-body theory, Deffenbaugh's8,9 method for the 
impulse flow analogy, and data base experimental 
input for fin (or wing) alone characteristics. 

The present approach uses the body flow field 
model developed in Reference 10 and combines it 
with an approximate lifting surface theory to predict 

fin forces and moments. The lifting surface theory 
and thcr e,quations for fin forces and moments are 
developed in detail. The applicability and accuracy of 
the present method is evaluated by extensive com
parisons of theory and experiment. The purpose of 
the present work is to develop a force and moment 
predictivemetl).od that is applicable to a wide variety 
of fin .planforms over the subsonic and transonic 
~pe~8 range. 

Aerodynamic. Analysis 
.The genet:al appro.ach to the aerodynamics of the 

problem 1s to. calculate the body flow field and then 
cql<;:ulate the. forces and moments of attached lifting 
.surfaces exposed, to this flow field. This approach is 
.clearly b~sed on the assumption that the body flow 
field is not significantly affected by the flow induced 
by lifting surfaces. This assumption implies that the 
present analysis is not appropriate for missile con
figurations in which the fin-root chord is a large 
portion of the length of the missile body (e.g., the 
~hoenix air-to-air missile (AIM-54A)). The present 
analysis also assumes that there is only one set of 
lifting surfaces (wings or fins) and that it is arranged 
in a cruciform configuration. The present approach 
could be applied to a two- or three-fin configuration 
by making appropriate modifications to the lifting 
theory. · 

This present approach naturally divides the anal
ysis into two areas: the body flow field and the 
prediction of lifting surface forces and moments. The 
model of the body flow field was developed pre
viously in References 2 and 10. For completeness, 
however, the model and the associated computation
al procedures are described in this report. The predic
tion of lifting surface forces and moments is de
scribed in two phases. First, the lifting theory for 
calculating the normal force distribution and the 
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total nor~al force of the lifting surface in uniform 
approach flow is described. Second, the model of the · 
body flow field and the lifting theory are combined 
to yield a method for predicting forces and moments 
of attached lifting surfaces. 

Body Flow Field 
The flow field of a circular cylin~rical body at 

high angle of attack is dominated by t~e presence of 
body vortices and their associated feeding sh~ets. 
Figure 1 shows the coordinate system and a schematic; 
of the body vortex wake flow. These vortices increase 
in strength as the angle of attack or body length 
increases. 'ro model this complex separated flow, the. · 
flow is divided into the cross-flow components (vc· 
and we) and the axial flow component, Uoo cos ab. The 
local flow velocity can then be expressed as: 

(0. 

It is assumed that the steady, three-dimensional, 
body flow field can be divided into (1) constant axial
flow component and (2) the two-dimensional, poten- · 
tial, flow about a circular cylinder with vortices in the 
wake and their associated image vortices inside the 
cylinder. Essentially all of the vorticity is located 
inside the vortex cores of the primary body vortices 
and the vortex feeding sheets connecting. the body 
boundary layer separation points and the prim!lry 
body vortices. Figure 2 shows the primary and sheet 
vortices in the cross-flow plane. Using this model, 
the cross-flow velocity components can be written as 

14 

Nv Z - z. J . . 
( -1 )i . . [1 - e-<;] L (y - y.)2 + (z - z.)2 

,,..; I I 

y - Y· 
NV 

. 2r •.. )C-l)i . 
1r(N - 4) ~ 

v i=S 

y - Y· } {1 - e-cj 
(y - Y;)2 + (z - z/ 

(2a)·. 

where 

C 1.254 [(y - yy + (z - zY] /r/ 

y>O 
y<O 

Uc = U00 sin ab is the free-stream cross-flow 
velocity 

a . =body radius 
rP =strength of a primary body vortex 
11. =strength of a vortex sheet 
Y;.·Z; = location of the j'th vortex 
Nv ;=total number of vortices in the cross-flow 

plane 
rc =vortex core radius 

. fhn rlt>prn.-it:l;lr.'C t:tf rP' rs, y1, .& 1, illnd i:.: ..:•n iiu~lv vf 

attack and body length is taken from experimental 
measurements . 
. . Thf' PYpnnPntii'll tP.rm in Eql> (2a) ;md (2b) was 
included to model the solid body type rotation in the 
cores of the primary body vortices. This method of 
app~oximating the vortex cores yields a cross-flow 
velqcity field that is continuous, whereas simply 
imposing !i solid body rotation onto a potential flow 
field ·d0 es not. 

Using the assumption of <1 symmetric vortex wake, 
the relationship between the locations of all of the 
vortices in the c;ross-flow plane becomes 

(3a) 

Y; ~yi_3 and zi = zi_3 for j = 4,8,12, ... Nv. (3b) 

With these equations the location of all of the vorhces 
can be related to the location of the vortices external 
to the body in the positive (y,z) quadrant; i.e., j = 
1,5,9, ... Nv-3' 

The location of the right-handed vortex sheet, s. 
= r,ei~, is given as 

(4) 



where r1 and ¢1 are the ·radfal and angular locations, 
respectively, of primary vortex number 1, anci ¢ .. is 
the angle at which the sheet separates from the body. 
The vortex sheet location as given by Eq (4) yields a 
slight imprqvement in comparison with experimen
tal d;1ta of Reference 11 as compared with that used in 
References 2 and 10. Equation (4) requires that the 
vortex sheet termin'ltes at the core radius of the 
primary vortex, whereas the equations used in Refer
ences 2 and 10 terminated t):te sheet at the center of 
the primary vortex. 

¢ •• is defined as the angle at which the radial 
location of the sheet achieves a value of 1.01a; there-· 
fore, ¢ •• is defined by the equation 

(5) 

Figure 1. Coordinate System and Schematic of Body Vortices 

The low-strength vortices which represent the 
vortex sheet .are equally spaced in the arc length 
along the sheet. The arc length of the vortex sheet is 

l<b, [ ( dr )2]112 L = r 2 + -• d¢ 
s s d¢ 

<bss 

(6a) 

where r5 is the magnitude of S5, .from Eq (4), and 

sin(1r ¢/2.¢)_cos(7r Q>/2 ¢ 1) 11 + (r1 + r) 

(c/>1 -· Q>)/al + \(r, + rY/alsin2 (7rQ>/2Q>1)]/ 

\1 + (r, + r) (¢·, - ¢) /al2 (6b) 

z,w 

-v 
00 
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VORTEX 12 

VORTEX 8 

VORTEX 7 

VORTEX 11 

z 

u., 
Figure 2. Cross-Flow Plane Flow Model 

·· VORTI!X Nv•2 

VORTEX 2 

The first vortex in the sheet (vortex 5) is located at 
the point where the sheet leaves the body so that 
r5 = l.Ola and ¢ 5 = ¢ ••. The angular position for vorti
ces 5,9,13, ... N.-3 is found from 

( 
· _ 5 ) let>;[ (dr )2]112 I L= r2+-" 

N - 4 " " d¢ 
y <~>~ 

d¢ .. (7) 

Once the angular position is known from Eq (7), then 
from Eq (4) ~ne obtains the radial location: 

'(8) 

The experimental inputs r~quired by the theory 
will now be discussed. The total strength of all the . 
vorticity, f 1 (primary vortex and feeding sheet), in 
each h~lf-plane of the wake is taken from the experi
mental data of Grnsrhe12 

fJ(7r d U
00

) = 0.35(x/a - 6) a~ for x/a > 6 . (9) 

This equation represents the data of Grosche for 
7° <ab <20° and 5<x/d <13 for incompressible flow. 
No extensive body-vortex wake surveys have been 
conducted in compressible subsonic flow. 

The division of vorticity between the primary 
vortex and the feeding sheet is taken from a correla
tion of data given in Reference 11. This correlation is 
represented by 

~ = 1 - 0.15 (x/a) ab + 0.008 (x/a)2 a~ (10) 
rt 
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· where r. = r + r , Although the data from Refer-t p 8 

ence 11· are for supersonic flow, it is reasonable to 
assume that the ratio of primary vortex strength to 
total vortiCity is the same in subsonic and supersonic 
flow. · 

The location of the primary vortex is taken from 
the experimental data of Grosche,12 Tinling and Al
len,13 and Fidler, Nielsen, and Schwind. 14 The experi
mental data for the location of the right-hand prima
ry vortex (vortex 1) in polar coordinates are 
approximated by 

(11) 

These equations incorporate the moderate increase in 
radial location of the vortex center with Mach num
ber measured by Tinling and Allen. 

The radius of the vortex core is taken from the 
· data of Reference 1 L A fit of the data for angles of 

attack of 10° and 15° and body lengths from 7 to 14 
calibers is give11 by 

(12) 

The computational procedure for the body flow 
field model will now be discussed. The order of 

· calculation is as follows: 

(a) c:¥b and x are set. 
(b) . ri is ('<lkulnted from Eq (9). 
(c) rP and r. are calculated from Eq (10). 
(d) ¢ 1 and r1 are calculated from Eq (ii). 
(e) rc is calculated from Eq (12). 
~f) ¢ •• is computed from Eq (5) by increasing ¢ •• 

from oo in im:r~m~nts of O.Olt/11 unt·il F.q (5) i~ 
satisfied. Recall that ¢ •• = ¢ 5 and r5 = LOla. 

(g). L. is cal~ulated from Eq (6) by Simpson's l{ule 
of riumer!cal integration. 

(h) ¢i fur j = 9,13, ... N.-3 is calculated by increas
ing f/li from ¢.1:4 i!' in(rement.!l ofO.Ol </.•1 until 
the integral equation is satisfied. The inte
gral is evaluated by Simpson's Rule. In the 
present work, N. is set at 44; that is, 10 
vortices in each sheet. 

(i) r1 for j = 9,13 ... N.-3 is. calculated from Eq (8). 
(j) Yv z1 for j = 1,5,9, ... N.-3 are calculated from ¢1, 

r1 using the polar to Cartesian transformation. 
(k) Yv z1 for all remai.ning vortices are calculated 

from Eq (3). 
(I) vc, we are calculated from Eq (2). 



Lifting Theory 
Various lifting theories were· considered for use 

with the present flow model for the prediction of 
forces and moments produced by fins. The criteria by 
which a lifting theory was chosen was that the theory 
must be able to·consider·very nonuniform, rotational, 
approach flow and it .must include fin stall and 
poststall characteristics. These criteria quickly limit
ed the possible theories to. strip theory. In strip theory 
it is assumed that the normal· force on a chordwise 
strip of fin can be calculated· by using the local 
dynamic pressure and. angle· of attack of the strip, 
independent of adjacent chord wise strips. Significant 
elements included in the present lifting theory are 
the following: normal force distribution. over the 
lifting surface depends upon fin ·aspect ratio and 
leading and trailing edge sweep; individual control 
deflection of each fin is allowed; fin-fin interference 
due to both control deflection and rolling rate is 
included; normal force depends upon free-steam 
Mach number; and nonuniform approach flow alters 
the effective leading edge sweep. 

a. Local Normal Force 
The local normal force on a differential element of 

the fin surface is written as (see Fjgure 3) 

(13) 

where en is the local normal-force coefficient and 'q is 
the local dynamic pressure (including. that due to 
missile rolling speed). The local·normal force coeffi
cient en is composed of three separate· functions: (1) 
the normal force due to the local angle of attack of the 
differential element, (2) the local chordwise distribu
tion, and (3) the local spanwise distribution. Assum
ing a product torm ot the function, one has 

'(14) 

where u is a geometric scaling factor, eN(a1) is the 
local normal force coefficient due to local angle of 
attack, and C(x,r) and S(r) are the chordwise and 
spanwise normal force distributions, respectively, for 
uniform approach flow. 

For arbitrary planform fins, it greatly simplifies 
matters if e and S are written in terms of appropriate 
fin-oriented coordinates. To determine the appropri
ate fin-oriented variables, the x coordinate of the 
leading and trailing edges of the fin is written as 

x1, = X 1 + (x2 - x1) (r - <~)/(h0 - <~) 

(15) 

where x1, x2, x3, and x4 are defined in Figure 3, and b
0 

is the semispan of the fin. x2, x3, and x4 can be related 
to the leading edge sweep A1., and the root chord of 
the fin cr as 

(16) 

.. Substituting these equations into Eq (15), one obtains 

x,. ·:='. XI + (r .- a) tan A,. 

(17) 

Figure 3. General Planform Fin 

· Using the boundaries of the fin planform (i.e., x,., 
x1., a, and b0 ) as scaling variables, a convenient set of 
fin-oriented coordinates are 

TJ = (r - a)/(b
0 

- a) (18) 

where ~ is the chordwise variable and TJ is the span
wise variable (Figure 4). 

b. Normal-Force Distribution 
Experimental dataiS-19 for normal-force distribu

tion. over. the surface of a number of fin planforms 
was studied in order to arrive at general expressions 
for em. and S(TJ). After devising and testing a consid
erable number of e?'pressions for the chordwise and 
span wise distri~utions, the following equations were 
adopted 

em = {f exp [ e1~ cos A,.] (19a) 

S(TJ) (19b) 
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where 

(19c) 

(19d) 

A. is the exposed aspect ratio; that is, the aspect ratio 
of the lifting surface formed by eliminating the body 
and placing the root chords of two adjacent f~ns 

together. sf is the planform ;irea of a single fin. 
Equations (19a) and (19b) have been shown to give 
valid results for exposed aspect ratios from 0.5 to 5, 
leading edge sweep from oo to 81) 0

, and trailing edge, 
sweep from -60° to 80°. · 

Figure 4. Fin-Oriented Coodinates ~. '1 

The normal force distnbution over the surface of 
the fin for uniform approach flow is then provided. 
by the product of Eqs ( 19a) and (I 9b ). This expression 
was compared qualitatively with experimental data 
by means of a three-dimensional computer graphics 
routine, DISSPLA. * This routine provided a means of 
visualizing the normal force distribution over the 
surface of the fin. Shown in Figures 5 through 9 are 
sets of three-dimensional perspective plots of typical 
planforms that were examined. Figure. 5 shows a 

•oJSSPLA is a graphics of software package available from Inte
grated Software Systems Corporation, San Diego. CA. 
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sequence of ~ntappered fins with A1• =Ate= 60° for 
A. = 0.5, 1, and 3. The view in the perspective plot is . 
from behind and above the fin surface, looking up
stream and slightly inboard. The graphics routine 
uses a rectangular area over which the surface func
tion is defined. Consequently, the regions that show 
a surface value of zero are not part of the fin plan
form. For example, on Figure 5 the trailing edge of 
the fin is located at the junction of the nonzero and 
zero surface values .. Another point to note on the 
perspective plots is a "spike" character at the leading 
edge of the planform. This characteristic is not inher
ent in the equations but simply is a result of the mesh 
size on the surface and the zero value of the surfOilce 
just ahead of the leading edge. 

.FignrP, 6 shows a sequence of fins with Ate = 60°, 
A1• = 20° for A. = 0.5, 1, and 2.92. In Figure 6 the 
taper ratiu decreases until in Figure 6c an arrOW Wing 
is achieved. Note in this sequence of figures that as 
the leading edge becomes longer the normal force 
loading reflects the very high loading near the lead
ing edge caused by the increasing strength of the 
leading edge vortex. 

Figure 7 shows a rectangular planform for A. = 

0.5, 1., and 3. For the low aspect ratio planform 
(Figure 7a), note the increase in normal force near the 
tip chord due to the tip vortex increasing in strength 

· along the tip chord. For the high aspect ratio plan
form (Figure 7c), it can be seen that the span wise load 
distribution nears the classical elliptic loading. 

Figure 8 presents the loading for .!1. 1~ - 60°, A1• -

0 6
, and A. = 0.5, 1., and 2.31. Figures 8o ond 8b show 

dippl!ld delt~s, :md Figure Be GhowG a delta plonform. 
When the distribution foi the delta planform is com
pared with experimental data, 1H it is seen that the 
empirical equation models the data except near the 
leading edge. 

Hgure 9 shows a trapezoid planform with de
creasing taper ratio, A1• = -Ate = 40° and A. = 0.5, 1., 
and 2.38. The planlorm with A. = 2.38 (Figure 8c) has 
a taper ratio of zero and is, therefore, a diamond 
plan form. 

The geometric scaling factor in Eq (14) can now be 
determined. a is evaluated by the requirement that 
the integrated average of the assumed normal force 
distribution over the surface of the fin must be unity; 
i.e., the assumed normal force loading must be nor
malized. Therefore, one may write 



Substituting Cn from Eq (14), one has 

J.
bo Jxte 

a = C(x,r) S(r) dx dr = St . 
a xte 

Transforming to the fin coordinates ~,TJ (Eq 18) and 
solving for a, one obtains 

(J (20a) 

where 

(20b) 

and CW and S(17) are given by Eq (19). 

c. Local Angle of Attack 
Referring back to Eq (14), eN depends on the local 

angle of attack of the chord wise strip. The local angle 
of attack is calculated by using the unit normal vector 
of the fin surface, it and the total velocity, V (Figure 
10). The geometric local angle of attack can be shown 
to be 

sin-1 [';; • V/ (i';;j fVI)] . (21) 

The surface normal vector of the fin depends on the 
roll angle ¢ and the control deflection of each fin <\, j 
= 1, 2, 3, 4. Let the sign convention of the control 
deflection of each fin be as follows; positive control 
deflection of Fins 1 and 3 produces a positive normal 
force, i.e., a pitch down maneuver; positive control 
deflection of Fins 2 and 4 produces a positive side 
force, i.e., a yaw left maneuver (see Figure 10). The 
sign convention for the surface normal vector, how
ever, is such that the vector always points in the 
counterclockwise direction. Referring to Figure 10, 
the surface-normal vector is 

i1 = sin( b. o.) r- cos(o.) sin<~> T + cos (o
1
.) cos<~> 'k (22) 

l l 

where 

b. = cos ¢/Ieos <PI 

b. simply provides the sign of oj which is consistent 
with the above-mentioned sign convention. 

The local total velocity (i.e., the velocity of the 
fluid relative to the chordwise strip) is composed of 
two types of terms: the fluid velocity relative to the 
fixed coordinate system and the velocity of the fixed 
coordinate system relative to the spinning chordwise 
strip. Therefore, using Eq (1) it can be written 

.... .... . .... 
V = U co cos ab i + ( v e + ¢r sin ¢) j 

+(we- ¢r cos ¢)k (23) 

where ve and we are given by Eq (2) and J, is the roll 
rate of the missile. 

The axial location at which the flow model is 
evaluated is calculated from the pin planform charac
teristics. The axial location is chosen as the average 
quarter chord location of the root and tip chords; i.e ., 

where xv is the axial location of the vortex model and 
c1 is the length of the tip chord. Rewriting this 
equation, one has 

xv = X 1 + (0.25 cr + 0.25 C1 + (b0 - a)tan Ae) I 2 

This axial location is used in Eqs (9) through (12). 
The geometric local angle of attack can now be 

calculated by substituting Eqs (22) and (23) into Eq 
(21). Interference between fins, however, will alter a 1 

for control deflection and a rolling missile . These 
interference effects are considered in the paragraph 
entitled Roll Moment. 

d. Effective Aspect Ratio 
Consider an aerodynamic effect that occurs w hen 

the lifting surface is attached to the missile body. If 
the body is at high angle of attack, the angle in the 
plane of the fin between the approach flow and the 
fin leading edge can vary significantly, depending 
on the roll angle of the body; that is, the fin is yawed 
with respect to the approach flow for various roll 
angles around the body. This yaw angle results in an 
effective change in the leading and trailing edge 
sweep and effective aspect ratio of the fin . A simple 
example of this is to consider Fin 4 at a roll angle of oo 
with the body at angle of attack ab (see Figure 10). 
The effective leading edge sweep of Fin 4 at ¢ = 0° 
then is approximately A1e -ab. If Ate = oo, then the fin 
at this roll angle would actually be swept forward. 
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Figure 10. Surface Normal Vector and Sign Convention for Fin Control Deflection 

The effective leading edge sweep, A1. , and effec
tive trailing edge sweep A1. , are derived by relating 
the average flow velocity along the fin to the leading 
and trailing edge unit vectors, respectively. The most 
convenient coord inate system to j.lSe is cylindrical 
coordinates w1th the orthogonal unit vectors located 
in the plane of the tin (see Figure 11). Let \'c and we be 
Lhe avera~e cross-flow veloCity components along 
the exposed semispan of th e fin at a given roll angle; 
then, 

and 

where ve and we are given by Eq (2). Rewriting these 
equations in terms of fin-oriented coordinates, one 
has 

(24a) 

26 

and 

(24b) 

l.Jsing the cylind rica l coorclin<1te unit vectors i;, 'C;, 
. shown in FigurE> 11, th P <1verage velocity ;1lon3 the 

le<1ding edge is 

- - -v = ii e. + v rer 

where 

Sin ce the sweep angle is measured from a line per
pendicular to th e approach velocity, the unit vector 
pt!rpendicular to the average velocity is 

(25) 

The leadin g edge unit vector is 

(26) 



le; 
~~ 

Figure 11. Fin Surface Cylindrical Coordinates 

The effectiv!;,_ leadi!!_S edge sweep angle is the 
angle between VJ...and e1 •. Using the scalar produc;t, 
one obtains 

Substituting in Eqs (25) and (26), 

This expression presents difficulties in evaluation 
because the arc cosine function is double valued. This 
problem can be nicely circumvented by noting that 
the argument of the arc cosine function suggests Ate 
might be split into two angles. Let 

(28) 

where Ete is the· deviation of the effective leading 
edge sweep from the geometric leading edge sweep. 
Now Eq (27) can be written as 

Using the trigonometric identity for the cosine of a 
sum, one has 

cos Ete cos A,.- sin Eee sin A,. = 

u vr . 
--;:::::;::==~cos A1.- s1n A1• 
J-2+-2 .f-2+-2 V u vr V u vr 

In matching terms, one notes that two mathematical
ly equivalent expressions can be written for Ete· The 
one involving the cosine function;--however, suffers 
from the same difficulty mentioned above; therefore 
use 

Substituting this into Eq (28), one finally obtains 

(29a) 

Using exactly the same procedure, the effective 
trailing edge sweep is given by 

A. -A+. -1(-lv-2+-2) te- te Sln Vr U Vr (29b) 

The effective leading and trailing edge sweep 
caused by high angle of attack results in an effective 
aspect ratio of the fin. This is significant since the 
local normal force coefficient due to angle of attack, 
CN (a,), Will nOW reflect effective Changes in fin 
geometry due to apparent yaw of the fin. To derive an 
expression for A., begin with the definition of A. 

where sf is the exposed planform area of a fin. 
Writing this in terms of fin semispan, root chord, and 
leading and trailing edge sweep, one has 

(30) 
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Referring to Figure 12, it can be seen that the exposed 
fin semispan and root chord also effectively change. 
It can be shown that 

X 
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Figure 12. Geometry for Determining Effective Aspect Ratio 

Using Eqs (30) and (31), the effective aspect ratio is 
written as 

(32) 

e. Expression for CN (ae) 
The functional dependence of eN on the local 

angle of attack is given by an empirical expression 
based on lifting surfaces in uniform approach flow. 
Other investigators (for example, Reference 6) have 
USed experimental data for CN (a,) directly in their 
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analysis. This is rarely an appealing approach be
cause it requires vast amounts of data to construct a 
data base sufficiently general to address general plan
forms over a large range of Mach numbers. Also, this 
is not possible in the present approach because the 
effective geometry of the fin (discussed earlier) 
changes with the character of the nonuniform ap
proach flow. 

As the local angle of attack on a missile fin can be 
·approximately 40° to 50° when the angle of attack of 
the body is 25° I the expression for eN (a,) must 
include prestall, stall, and poststall characteristics. 
The prestall expression for eN (a,) is taken from the 
work of Lecat and Rietschlin.zo Their analysis is based 
on Polhamus suction analogy.21 They extended the 
original work of Polhamus un delta wings to include 
arbitrary planforms and transonic flow. Their analy
sis is not repeated here. but their equations are given 
in rhe present nomenclature. 

Their expression for eN (a) is 

Note that this equation shows eN continually increas
ing with a and, as a result, is not appropriate for 
angles near or greater than the stall angle. Although 
Lecat and Reitschlin state their method is applicable 
to subsonic and supersonic flow, the present analysis 
is considered appropriate f01· subsonic flow and only 

·supersonic flow with subsonic leading edges. 
The calculation procedure for KP and Kv is as 

follows: 
..... ~ A 

(1) Calculate bo • A, c., aml A. frum .Eqs (31) ~nd 
(32). 

(2) Calculate the distance from x1 to the aftmost 
point of maximum span, c; 

c; = c.+ (1(-'a) tan A
10 

(34a) 

(3) Calculate the sweep of the semispan diag
onal, 'Y· 

/'.... 
,.. = tan·i [c.!(b0 - ciH- tan A1.J (34b) 

( 4) Calculate the ratio of planform area to rectan
gular reference area, 51/S; 

(34c) 

(5) If Moo > 1, calculate the complement of the 
Mach angle, 'YM· 

(34d) 



(6) Calculate the planform parameter, p•. 

{

s JS' 
f f forM <1 

Sf/S; forM ao > 1 
1 [tan 'YM/(2 tan 'Y)] . 00 

p' 

(34e) 

(7) Calculate the planform angle, 1/;. 

{
tan"1 (2p• tan 'Y) 

1/1 = tan-1[2p• (ta11 'Y- tan 'YM)] 

(8) Calculate the compressibility factor, {3. 

B = {~ 1 - M~ 
~M~- ·1 

(34g) 

(9) Calculate the potential flow lift coefficient, 
KP. 

K = 471" 
P _tan!J; + J_tan21/; + (sin21J;/p'2) + 4(32 

(34h) 

(10) Calculate the vortex flow lift coefficient, Kv. 

Kv = [KP- (K~ tan 1/;)/411"]~ 1 + tan21J; 

(34i) 

An empirical expression was devised for the nor
mal force coefficient, CN(a1), based on· the expression 
of Lecat and Rietschlin, Eq (33). The new expression 
is more general since it applies both at stall and 
beyond stalL This expression was constructed after 
examining and comparing a large number of trial 
expressions with experimental datalO,IS-23 for a wide 
variety of planforms. This expression is 

{ 

(~sin a,cos a1 + K,. sin2a1) [1 - (1-p) (a1/a,)l] 0 Sa1Sa, . 

C0(a1) = f<A_, A,_>C,<a,> + [A0cos A,_C,<a1-a,> )/10 a, <a1S2a, 

f<A_, A,.> C,< a,> + [A,cos A,_C,<a,> )/10 2a,<a1 

(35a) 

where the sy,mbol < > is used to denote functional 
dependence in situations where the standard symbol, 
which is a set of parentheses, would be confusing. 
Also, 

f.l = 0.9- 0.2 A.sin 2Ate 

a
5 

= 38[1 + 0.02 (A.-.2)4][1 + 1.1 (A.- 1)2·5cos2A1.]. 

11 + [6(A.-1)2sin4At.l/eA•}/[cosAt.+ 1f<A.-ll 

(35b) 

and KP and Kv are given by Eq (33). 
· As .can be seen, CN(at) is composed of three angle 

of attack ranges: zero angle up to the stall angle, stall 
up to twice th~ stall angle, and angles larger than 
tw.ice t.he stall angle. For angles less than a

9
, the 

expression of Lecat and Reitschlin2o (Eq (33)) has been 
modified for at near a •. Equation (35a) for a1 < a. 
shows that as at approaches a. the normal force 
coefficient increases more slowly. This characteristic 
1s consistent with experimental measurements. The 

. parameter f.l represents the portion Of CN predicted by 
Lecat and Reitschlin whi~h remains at at = a;. The 
expression for a., although rather lengthy, gives a 
good estimate . of the stall angle (in degrees) . for 
planforms with aspect ratios from 1 to 5 and leading 
edge sweep from oo to 70°. 

f(A., A,.) represents .the portion of CN(a.) existing 
for a1 = a:. Note that f.l, a., and f(A., A,.) show no 
dependence on free-stream Mach number. This is not 
necessarily a reflection of the physics, but simply an 
admission oHack of data. 

CN(a1) as predicted by Eq (35) was compared with 
data for a very wide variety of planform geometries 
in order to determine its range of applicability. Fig
ures 13 through 22 show typical comparisons of Eq 

· (35) with experimental data for incompressible flow. 
The figures are placed in order of increasing aspect 
ratio from 1 to 4. The leading edge sweep angle varies 
from 0° to 70°; planform geometries include: rectan
gular, diamond, clipped delta, delta, arrow, clipped 
arrow, and trapezoidal. The comparisons are good for 
all planforms except that for the aspect ratio 3 trape
zoid (Figure 21) and rectangular planforms of A.> 3 
(comparisons not shown). For these types of plan-. 
forms (i.e., high aspect ratio with small leading edge 
sweep), the normal force past stall is significantly 
overestimated by the present expression. 

·f. Fin • Fin Interference 
Two types of fin -fin interference are included in 

the present lifting theory. The first type is caused by 
control deflection of the fins, and the second type by 
the rolling motion of the missile. When a control 
deflection is input to a fin, the lifting flow field of 
that fin induces an angle of attack on the adjacent 
fins. This induced angle of attack causes the adjacent 
fins to generate forces and moments which depend 
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on the magnitude and direction of the control input. 
Rolling motion interference occurs for a similar rea
son except that the angle of attack of a fin is generat
ed by the angular velocity of the fin relative to the 
oncoming stream. Control deflection interference 
will be considered first and then rolling motion 
interference will be analyzed. ResuHs of slender
body theory are used to evaluate both types Qf inter
ference considered here. 

Figure 23 (taken from Refere.p.ce 24) shows the 
interference flow fields and pressures induced on 
adjacent fins for two types of control input: positive 
pitch control ~nd positive roll control with horizon
tal fins. For the pitch control, it is seen that a negative 
pressure coefficient is produced on both sides of the 
top fin and a positive pressure coefficient is generat
ed on both sides of the bottom fin. For roll qmtol (i.e., 
differential deflection), a negative pressure is gener
ated on the top right and bottom left sides of the 
vertical fins, and a positive pressure is generated on 
the top left and bottom right sides of the vertical fins. 
In the present analysis these induced pressures are 
included by considering the adjacent fins to be at an 
effective deflection angle. 
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. Consider the induced pressures on adjacent fins 
for individual deflection of each fin. Shown in Figure 
24 is the induced pressure and effective deflection 
force for positive deflection of each fin. If ~e let Id be 
the deflection interference coefficient, the following 
equations describe the interference depicted in Fig
ure 24. 

{ o,, ~ r,o, r· Iil2 

for 51> 0 5.3 = 0 for 52> 0 5.3 -Id52 

5. -Id51 5.4 0 
4 

r 0 r ~ -~ ... •t . 

for 53> 0 5.2 -Id53 for 54> 0 5 = 0 .2 

5. Id53 5. Id54 4 3 
(36) 

Summing all of the effective control deflections giv
en in Eq (36) and including the actual control deflec- . 
tion, one obtains· 

5. 
I 

51 + Id(52 - 54) 

5.2 52 + 1~(51 - 53) 

5.3 03 + Id(o4 - 02) 

5. 54 + Id(53 - 51) . (37) 
4 

·~ 

a) Panel 1 Deflection b) Panel 2 Deflection 

c) Panel 3 Deflection d) Panel 4 Deflection 

Figure 24. Control Interference for Individual Panel Deflection 

Id is evaluated by using the slender body theory 
results of Adams and Dugan.2s They derived results 

• from the roll moni.ent coefficient derivative, c,a, vs 
' a/b0 for differential deflection of two fins. They 

further showed results for the roll moment coeffi
cient induced on the vertical fins because of differen
tial deflection of the horizontal fins. Assuming the 
induced angle of attack of the upwash and down wash 

·of the deflected fin on the undeflected fin is constant 
. along 'the span, one. can write 

(38) 

This equation can be proven, given the stated as
sumption, by writing the roll moment of the induced 
and deflected fin in do.uble integral form. Noting 
that the ratio shown in Eq (38) is for differential 
deflection of two fins, one has 

1 [CeJinduced 
2 . [C~,J~eflected 

(39) 

Figure 25 plots Id vs a/b0 , using the results of 
Adams and Dugan for [C.-]. d and [C. ]d n d ; it 

c:6 •n uced '6 e ecte 

should be noted that. they use the planform aspect 
rati~ of the fins, AP. In the present nomenclature 

(40a) 

where sf is the planform.area of two fins, including 
• p 

their imaginary extension through the body.It can be 
shown that · 

(40b) 

ICI, as given in Figure 25, is used in Eq (37) to calculate 
the effective control deflection of each fin. 

Now·consider the case of fin- fin interference due 
to rolling motion. The strategy of this derivation is to 
deter.mine the interfe~ence coefficient by matching 
the present roll moment formulation for zero angle 
of attack of the body to that obtained by slender bod)' 
theory. Assuming ab = 0 and the rolling speed is¢, 
the differential roll moment can be written (Figure 
26) 
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Assuming the rolling speed is small compared to Voo · .30 .---....,---.,.-----r----.-------,---..., 
and substituting in Cn from Eq (14), one has 

df = 4 q
00

r u Cn(ae) C(x, r) S(r) dx dr (41a) 

where ae is the effective local angle of attack along 
the span. Adams and Dugan2s showed th~t the span
wise loading induced on one fin by the other fins was 
roughly quadratic along the span. In the present 
analysis, this induced loading will be simply approxi
mated by a linear spanwise function; therefore, 

(41b) 

where IP is the rolling motion interferenc~ coeffi
cient. The first term in Eq (41b) is the local angle of 
attack caused by rolling speed and the second is the · 
reduction in local angle of attack caused by fin - fin 
interference. 

X 

Figure 26. Induced Angle of Attack Due to Rolling Speed 
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Integrating over the surface of the fin, Eq (41a) 
becomes 

f = 4 0" qoolbol"'•r eN (a.) C(x,r) S(r) dr dx. (42) 
a xte 

Assuming a. is small and using Eq (41b), Eq (42) can 
be written 

Transforming coordinates (x,r) to fin coordinates (~,17) 
and nondimensionalizing with respect to qooSbd, one 
obtains 

2 
- - 0" 

7r 

(43a) 

where 

(43b) 

Taking the partial derivative of Eq (43) with re
spect top, where p = ~b0 /U""' and solving for IP' one 
finally obtains 

C1P is computed from the results of Adams and Dugan 
(see Figure 27). eN. is obtained by numerically differ-

encing Eq (35) for a1 - 0. 

Roll Moment 
The above described body flow field and lifting 

theory will now be applied to the prediction of the 
roll moment produced by cruciform fins. If one de
sired, the present analysis could be applied in a 
straightforward manner to two or three fin configu
rations. Consider the missile at angle of attack ab, roll 
angle </J, and roll rate¢. The roll moment produced by 
a differential surface element on each of the four fins 
is 

df 
4 

qoor I cnj(U/ u 00)2 dx dr 
j=l 

where j refers to the j'th fin and U; is the magnitude of 
the velocity on the j'th fin. Substituting Cn from Eq 
(14) and integrating over the fin surfaces, one has 

Transforming to fin coordinates (~,17) a~,d nondimen
sionalizing by qoo~d, one obtains the roll moment 
coefficient 

4 

LCNi(U/Uoofd~ d17 
j=l 

(45) 

.where ~(17) is given by Eq (43b), Q(17) is given by Eq 
(20b), CW is given by Eq (19a), and S(17) is given by Eq 
(19b). 

U; is found by taking the magnitude of the local 
velocity given in Eq (23): 

Ui = .Ju~ cos2ab + (v'i + ~ r sin cW + (w'i- ~ r cos r/>) 2
• 

(46) 

. Note that if¢ appears without the subscript j (as in 
. the above equation), the angle¢ is measured from the 
y axis for the particular fin under consideration. 

-.04 
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Figure 27. Roll Damping Moment Coefficient vs a/bo 
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eN depends upon the local effective angle of 
I 

attack a •. To determine this angle, the effective sur-
1 

face normal vector must be found taking into account. 
control deflection and rolling motion interference. 
Using n from Eq (22), the effective fin deflection 
angle o •. from Eq (37), and noting that the rolling 

I -. 
motion interference affects the i component of the 
normal vector, one can write• 

- -- cos (o.)sin ¢ j + cos (o.) cos¢ k. 
I I 

Substituting it and V into the equation for a1, Eq 
(21), one obtains the local effective angle of attack. 

a•; = sin-1 [{U00cos ab[sin (Llor.) + I"~ r/Uml 

- (vc + ¢ r sin ¢)cos (o.) sin¢ 
I I 

where 

Normal Force and Pitch Moment 

(47) 

The equations for the normal force and pitch 
moment produced by the fins will now be consid
e.red. The ditterential fin force in the z direction 
produced by the four fins is (see Figure 28)"'• 

Writing the right side of this equation as a sum
mation and substituting dNi from Eq (1 :\),one obtains 

4 

dfz = qooLCn;(U/UoJ2cos 1\cos ¢ dx dr. 
)"'I 

_:Reference 10 accounted for rolling motion interference by way of 
j and 'Jt components of the velocity. That approach is not consid
ered correct because it also changes the magnitude of the velocity. 
In fin - fin interference the magnitude of the approach velocity to 
the fin is not changed, but only the angle with which it approaches 
the fin. 

• •Note that the sign of dNj is determined by its angular relation
ship to the surface normai vector; that is, positive dNj is in the 
cnuntP.rdockwise ~e11se. 
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Substituting in en from Eq (14) and integrating over 
the surface of each fin, one has 

4 

IeN;(UJUoo)lcos ojcos cP dx dr. 
i-1 

Transforming to fin coordinates (~,17) and nondimen
sionalizing by qooSb, one obtains the normal force 
coefficient due to the fins: 

4 

. Ie,~i(U/1Tw)2cos nros ¢ d~ d1]. 
i=l 

(48) 

The pitch moment produced by the fins is com
posed of two types of terms: the first term is caused by 
the normal force just derived and the second by the 
sin o1 component of the normal force on the fins 
(Figure 28). The second term produces a pure mo
ment (i.e., a couple) on the missile body and is usually 
much smaller in magnitude than the first term. The 
differential pitch moment due to both terms from all 
four fins is 

dm = -X dN Ieos oleos cPt + r dN !sin (Ll ol)sin cPt 

+X ciN1mR nlsin tfl,+ r dN~IIin (a ol)cos r/J2 

, Writing the right side of this equation as a summa
tion and substituting dNi from Eq (13), one obtains 

' diii = -q ""c (U./ u )'[x cos ocos cP - r sin(~ 01.) sin ¢Jdx dr. 
oo~ ~ I oo I 

j-! 

Substituting in Cn from Eq (14) and integrating over 
the surface of each fin, one has · 

rbol•,. 4 

'Yfl= -uq00J. •t.C(x,r)S(r)~eN;(U;fU00 ) 2 

lx cos nj cos¢ - r sin (Ll oj) sin r/>]dx dr. 



I 

Transforming to fin coordinates (~,17) and nondimen
sionalizing by qooSbd, one obtains the pitch moment 
coefficient due to the fins: 

) I I 4 

-u(b - a 11 "' ( I U )2 Cm = 
0 

3 0(11) em S(11) ~ CNj uj 00 

21ra o o i-1 

[~(~, 17) cos bicos cp- 9t(11) sin (d bi) sin cp]d~ d17 

(49a) 

where 

Side Force and Yaw Moment · 
The derivation of the side force and yaw moment 

·i~ very similar to that of the normal force !lnd pitch 
moment and, consequently, is not given. The sid_e 
force coefficient and the yaw moment co'efficient are 
given by: 

4 

2:CNi(U/U00)
2 cos bi sin cp d~ d17 

i=l 

Figure 28. Components of the Fin Normal Force 

(50)' 

and 

Panel Loads 
The panel loads on the fin surfaces are essentially 

the same forces and moments derived previously 
(Roll Moment, Normal Force and Pit~h Moment, and 
Side Force and Yaw Moment) except that they are 
oriented in a fin coordinate system. Figure 29 shows 
the co~rdinate system and sign convention for the 
panel normal force (N), the panel hinge moment (H), 
and the panel root bending moment (B). The calcula
tion of panel loads is useful for two reasons: first, 
they provide the most physically meaningful force 

··and moment's with which to compare theoretical 
predictions and experiment because they do not con
tain the geometry co~ponents of the roll angle and 
the fin~deflection angle. Second, they directly pro
vide the loads needed by the structural designer and 
the actuator torques needed by the guidance and· 
control designer. 

z 
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Figure 29. Sign Convention for Panel Normal Force, Hinge Moment, and Root Bendii)g Moment 

As the derivation of the panel loads is very similar 
to the previous derivations, it will only be sketched 
very briefly. Using Eq (13), the normal force on a fin 
panel caused by a differential surface element is 

Proceeding as before, one obtains the panel normal 
force coefficient, N /qooSf: 

cp = u{bo - a)1'1'n(71) em 5(77) CN(U /Uoo)2d~ d77. 
sf o o 

(52) 

Recall that positive normal force points in the direc~ 
tion of the counterclockwise rotational sense. 
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Tl~e panel hinge moment due to a differential 
surface element is 

where xh is the axial location of the reference line for 
the hinge moment. Proceeding as before, one obtains 
the panel hinge moment copffkient, H/q

66
c,S1: 

(53) 



The panel root bending moment due to a differen
tial surface element is 

dB = q
00

(r-a)Cn(U /U
00

)2dx dr. 

Proceeding as before, one obtains the panel root 
bending moment coefficient, B/q00(b0 - a)S1: 

(54) 

Results and Discussion 
The results computed and presented in this inves

tigation were dictated solely by the requirement to 
validate and determine the bounds of the present 
theory. Consequently, no results are given without 
experimental measurements. The theory is evaluated 
by comparing predictions and measurements for six 
different fin planforms. The detailed geometry and 
reference from which the data were taken is given in 
Table 1. The planforms are shown in Figure 30. It can 
be seen that the aspect ratios range from 1.0 to 2.0 and 
the leading edge sweep angles range from 0° to 67.4°. 

The results and comparison with experiment are 
discussed in three sections: panel loads, roll mo
ments, and control forces and moments. The panel 
loads presented are panel normal force, panel bend
ing moment, and panel hinge moment. Normal force, 
pitch moment, side force, and yaw moment predic
tions could have been compared with experimental 
measurements, but it is felt that the individual panel 
loads permit more physical insight into the aerody
namic generation of the forces and moments. Roll 
moment characteristics presented are the induced 
roll moment, roll damping moment, and steady-:;tate 
roll rate. These roll characteristics are of great impor
tance in the dynamic flight stability of finned mis
siles. Control deflection forces and moments present
ed are pitch (or yaw) control and roll control for 
various control deflections and roll angles. 

Panel Loads 

a. Panel Normal Force 
The panel normal force on the windward fin (Fin 

4) as a function of roll angle for ab = 20° for Configu
ration A at M

00 
= 0.8 is shown in Figure 31.,. Also 

• All panel loads calculated and compared with experimental data 
are for missile Configuration A. 
Configuration A (M00 = 0.8) 

shown in Figure 31 is the prediction of Nielsen, 
Hemsch, and Smith.7 As Fin 4 sweeps from cJ> = 0 to 
goo, it moves on the windward side of the body from 
the angle of attack plane to the (x;y) plane. As can be 
seen by comparing the present result with experi
ment, the present method predicts very accurately 
the load up of the fin. Above cJ> = 60°, the present 
method predicts an increasing normal force, whereas 
experiment shows a slight drop in normal force. 
Examining the computer output for spanwise angle 
of attack and loading reveals that as cJ> increases from 
zero, the loading increases due to increase in local 
angle of attack across the span. At cJ> = 40°, the body 
upwash near the fin root has increased to the extent 
that the root chord stalls. As the roll angle increases 
further, the stall location moves outboard, but the 
inboard sections begin to add lift as they progress 
further into poststall. Noting the experimental trend 
for cJ> > 40° and the rise in normal force near cJ> = 80° 
suggests the following explanation of the actual fin 
loading. The root chord stall is washed outboard due 
to the spanwise velocity component of the leading 
edge vortex. This, in turn, decreases the ·loading 
along the span such that the total loading decreases; 
however, as the roll angle increases further and the 
spanwise location of stall moves outboard, the por
tion of unstalled span that could be affected steadily 
decreases. At cJ> = goo it is seen from the present 
computer results that stall occurs at the very tip of the 
fin; that is, the entire fin is in poststall. Once this 
occurs, the fin loading will begin to increase as the 
angle of attack increases. This hypothesis could be 
tested quantitatively by examining experimental 
spanwise pressure distributions on a fin. It could be 
tested qualitatively by comparing predictions of the 
present method with experimental data for unswept 
fins and noting that this phenomenon probably 
would not occur for unswept geometries. 

The panel normal force on the windward fin vs 
roll angle for ab = 20° at M00 = 1.22 is shown in 
Figure 32. Good agreement between the present 
method and experiment is demonstrated in the fig
ure. The trend in panel normal force for c/><50° is the 
same for supersonic flow as the the previous subsonic 
case. For c/>>50°, however, the experimental data 
show that stall is delayed to a higher roll angle (i.e., 
angle of attack) as compared to M00 = 0.8. Figure 32 
shows the experimental data still dropping at cJ> = goo 
which implies, from the previous discussion, that the 
stall angle of attack has not reached the trip chord. As 
the present method does not include any dependence 
of stall angle of attack on Mach number (Eq (35)), this 
characteristic is not demonstrated by theory. 
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Table 1. Geometry of Missiles Used for Comparison of Theory and Experiment 

Configuration bo/a cr/a xt/a Ate Ate Xh/a Ae Reference 

A 2.4 2.8 17.2 45° oo 18.4 1.33 27 
B 2 1.2 18.1 oo, oo 1.67 28 
c 2 1.6 17.7 38.7° oo 1.67 28 
0 2 2.4 16.9 67.4° oo 1.67 28 
E 3 2 18.0 oo oo 2.00 10,29 
F 2 2.66 17.34 53.1° oo 1.00 30 

CONFIG. A CONFIG. B CONFIG. C 

·I 

CONFIG. D CONFIG. E CONFIG. F 

Figure 30. rin Plantorms Used for Companson of "fheory and Experiment 
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Configuration A (M00 = 0.8) 
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Figure 32. Windward Panel Normal Force vs Roll Angle for 
·configuration A (M00 = 1.22) 

:rhe panel normal force on the leeward fin vs roll 
angle for ab at M00 = 0.8 is given in Figure 33. Very 
good agreement between theory and experiment is 
demonstrated except near¢ = 0°. As Fin 1 rolls from 

,f!J = 0°, it begins to unload not only because of closer 
prox.imity to the angle of attack plane, but also im
mersion .in the body vortex. The inboard portion of 

. the fin unloads much more rapidly than the outboard 
portion because it is strongly influenced by the vor
tex feeding sheet. As the fin nears the center of the 
body .. vortex it produces essentially no net normal 
force. The portion inboard of the vortex produces 
negative force (i.e., in the negative roll moment 
direction) and the outboard portion produces an al
most balancing positive force. This balance is highly 
dependenton the relation between the radial vortex 
location and the firi semispan. For example, if the fin 
had a smaller semispan, the zero load roll angle 
would be less than that shown in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33. Leeward Panel Normal Force vs Roll Angle for Con
figuration A (M00 = 0.8) 
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Figure 34 shows the same type of comparison as 
Figure 33, except for Moo = 1.22. The agreement 
between theory and experiment is not as good as in 
the previous comparisons. Note that the ~xperimen
tal roll angle for zero cross-over loading decreased 
from¢ = 75° for M00 = 0.8 to¢ = 60° for Moo = 1.22. 
This could be caused by the body vortex becoming 
stronger or the radial location of the vortex increas
ing, or both. Recalling that the radial location of the 
vortex increases with Mach number (Eq (11)), one 
could infer that vortex strength increases significant
ly with Mach number. This has been suggested by 
Nielsen in Reference 26. 
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Figure 34. Leeward Panel Normal Force vs Roll Angle for Con
figuration A (M00 = 1.22) 

b. Panel Bending Moment 
Figures 35 and 36 show the panel bending mo

ment for the windward fin vs roll angie for ab .= zov 

at Moo = 0.8 and 1.22, respectively. Generally good 
agreement is demonstrated between theory and ex
periment. Good agreement between theory and ex
periment on the bending moment requires that both 
the magnitude of the total normal force, CP

4
, and 

span wise pressure distribution are correct. Recall that 
the theory for panel normal force is in essentially 
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perfect agreement with experiment (Figures 31 and 
32) for ¢ < 40°. Figures 35 and 36, however, show 
that the theory slightly underpredicts the bending 
moment for the same roll angle range. This implies 
that there is slightly more loading outboard and 
slightly less loading inboard than predicted by the 
present method. If bending moment data for other 
planforms indicated the same trend, the spanwise 
normal force distribution, S(77), given by Eq (19b) 
could be modified slightly. · 

The root bending moment for the leeward fin vs 
roll angle for ab = 20° at M00 = 0.8 and 1.22 is shown 
in Fig1:1res 37 and 38; respectively. Excellent agree
ment between theory and experiment is demonstrat
ed for the subsonic case, and fair agreement is shown 
for the superionic cn~P.. It is int~restine thr~t for Mw = 

0.8 near ¢ = 80°, the panel normal force is negative 
(Figur~? ,"B) whHe the bending moment .remaius near 
zero (Figure 37). The reason for this is that the reverse 
flow under the vortex is strong enough to generate a 
net negative panel force, but the bending moment 
produced by the O!ltboard positive normal force over· 
comes the negative bending moment produced by 
the inboard sections. 
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Figure 35. Windward Fin Root Bending Moment vs Roll Angle 
for Configuration A (M00 = 0.8) 
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Figure 38. L~eward Fin Root Bending Moment vs Roll Angle for 
Configuration A (Moo ,;, 1.22) 

c ... Panel Hinge Moment 
The panel hinge moment for the windward fin vs 

roll angle for ab = 20° at M00 = 0.8 and 1.22 is shown 
in Figures 39 and 40, respectively. The agreement 
between theory and experiment appears to be poor, 
particularly for M00 = 1.22. One must be aware, 
however, of the sensitivity of the hinge moment to 
the location of the hinge line. A better indication of 
the accuracy of the present method is obtained by a 
sample comparison of the theoretical and experimen
tal axial location of the fin center of pressure. Using 
the hinge line, xh, as the moment reference, one can 
write 

Solving for the location of the center of pressure, 
nondimensionalized by the root chord, one has 

(55) 
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Applying this equation to both the experimental and 
theoretical data at ¢ = 90° for Fin 4, one has 

For M
00 

= 0.8 

(~). = 0.113 
cr exp 

0.023 

For M00 = 1.22 

(~) = 0.129 
cr exp 

0.024 
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Figure 39. Windward Fin Hinge Moment vs Roll Angle for 
LUIIflgura[IUII A (lvl00 = 0.8) 
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Configuration A (Moo = 1.22) 
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As can be seen by this calculation, the experimen
tal center of pressure is slightly farther aft of the 
hinge line than predicted by theory. Taking the 
difference between each pair of ratios, the predicted 
axial center of pressure is in error only 9.0% and 
10.5% of the root chord for M

00 
= 0.8 and 1.22, 

respectively, for the worst agreement between theory 
and experiment in Figures 39 and 40. 

A second point should be made from the axial 
center of pressure calculation just presented. Note 
that the experimental data show that the center of 
pressure moves slightly rearward as the Mach num
ber changes from subsonic to supersonic. This fol
lows the usual trend of lifting surfaces in transonic 
flow. The predicted center of pressure, however, 
stays essentially constant '•.rith the.Mach number; the 
reason is. that the assumed normal force distribution 
.for uniform <'pp.rn:.t(h flow (Eq (19)) does not rlepend 
upon the Mach number. A slight improvement to the 
present theory would be to insert Mach number 
dependence in the chordwise distribution function, 
em. 

Figures 41 and 42 give the hinge moment for the 
leeward fin vs roll angle for ab = 20° at Moo = 0.8 and 
1.22, respectively. Better agreement between theory 
and experiment is shown for the leeward fin than for 
the windward fin. This might be somewhat surpris
ing because of the complexity of predicting fin load
ing for such a nonuniform approach flow. The reason 
is that for¢ > 50° the panel normal force is small for 
.the leeward fin; therefore, the hinge moment ir. alr.o 
small. 
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Figure 41. Leeward Fin Hinge Moment vs Roll Angle for Con
figuration A (M00 = 0.8) 
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Figure 42. Leeward Fin Hinge Moment vs Roll Angle for Con-
figuration A (M00 = 1.22) . 

Roll Moments 

a. Induced Roll Moment 
Figures 43 and 44 show the induced roll moment 

vs angle of attack of the body for missile Configura
tion A for 4> = 20° at M"' = 0.8· and M"' = 1.22, 
respectively. Also shown in the figures is the predic
tion of Nielsen, Hemsch, and Smith.7 Fairly good 
agreement is observed between the present method 
and experiment forM"' = 0.8, but forM"' = 1.22, the 
agreement is poor. Note that the induced roll mo
ment is one of the most difficult nonlinear moments 
to predict because it is composed of the sqm and 
difference of the first moment of four spanwise pres
sure distributions. The physical explanation of the 
slightly negative then rapidly increasing positive 
trend of the induced roll moment with angle of attack 
is :very difficult to delineate because of the many 
complex aerodynamic phenomena embedded in the 
present theory. From numerical experiments with 
the theory, however, cert<1in important elements can 
be identified: radial location of the body vortex, size 
of the vortex core, and local stall and poststall along 
the span of the fin. 

To understand the trends plotted in Figur.es 43 
and 44, one must examine the spanwise loading of all 
the fins. Figure 45 shows the spanwise loading for 
each fin for M"' = 0.8. The loading at a given span-. 
wise location shown in Figure 45 is the integrated . 

value over the local chord. The loading caused by the 
primary· body vortex is clearly seen on Fin 2. The 
spanwise location of the stall angle of attack can be 
recognized as a slight drop in the normal force along 
Fin 3. The loading. on Fins 1, 3, and 4 increases 
steadily as the root chord is approached because of 
body upwash and the increasing length of the chord. 
On Fin 1 the loading drops sharply near the root 
chord because it passes inside the vortex feeding 

· shee't. Jhe roll moment produced by each fin loading 
shown is: Firi. 1, 0.794; Fin 2, -0.031; Fin 3, -0.751; and 
Fin .:l, 0:313. It can be seen that the roll moments 
produced by Fin 1 and fin 3 t:oughly balance. Fin 2 
and Fin 4, however, do not balance because the 
reverse flow loading between the primary body vor
tex and the root chord on Fin 2 drop (in magnitude) 
the roll moment on Fin 2 to roughly zero. This results 
in a large net positive roll moment from Fin 4. By 
similar reasoning, the small negative induced roll 
moment for small angles of attack is due to the 
increased outboard loading on Fin 2 when the vortex 
is near the body surface. 
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Figure 43. Induced Roll Moment vs ab for Configuration A (Moo 
= 0.8) 
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ration A (M00 = 0.8) 
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Figure 46 gives the induced roll moment vs angle 
of attack for Configuration B for cJ> = 22.5° and Moo = 
0.7. Theory and experiment are in very good agree
ment for the rectangular fin planform. Comparing 
the induced roll moment coefficient for the clipped 
delta and rectangular planform (Figures 43 and 46) 
·for (lib = 20°' it is s~en that .. ct = 0.325 and 0.186, 
respectively. Recalling the previous explanation giv
en concerning the origin of the large positive in
duced roll·moment, one could ask why C1 for the 
shorter span rectangular planform is not larger than 
that for the clipped delta. The reason for the question 
would be that the reverse flow loading on Fin 2 for 
the short span fin should produce a relatively larger 
positive roll moment than would the clipped delta . 
The reasoriing is correct; the paradox, however, .is 
created· by the nondimEmsionalization used in the 
pre~ent rmnlysi3 nnrl. in nlmn!lt All nt.lwr nMnly<~r:'l Th-7.· 
roll moment coefficient is based on the body cross
sectional area, not on the fin planform area. If one 
~onv~rts ~he tw9 previo~~ c9efficient~ to coefficients 
based on fin planform area, one has [C1]

51 
= 0.347 

and 0.487, respectively. Now it is clear that the short 
span rectangular planform is much more efficient at 
producing an induced roll moment than the longer 
span clipped delta. 
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Figure 46. Induced Roll Moment vs ab for Configuration B 

•This comparison ignores the fact that the roll angle and Mach 
number are not exactly the same. 



The induced roll moment vs angle of attack for 
Configuration D for¢ = 22.5° and Moo = 0.7 and 1.2 
is shown in Figure 47. The theory reproduces the 
experimental data fairly well, but the change in 
induced roll moment with Mach number is not pre
dicted accurately for this planform geometry. The 
reason is probably the effect of Mach number on the 
spanwise and chordwise pressure distributions, S(17) 
and CW, as mentioned earlier. Concerning the mag
nitude of the induced roll moment coefficient, a 
direct comparison can be made between the rectan
gular planform (Figure 46) and the delta planform 
(Figure 47) because they both have the same missile 
body and planform area. The delta planform pro
duces a slightly smaller induced roll moment because 
of the greatly different spanwise loading and stall 
angle of attack (compare, for example, Figures 17 and 
19). 
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Figure 47. Induced Roll Moment vs ab for Configuration D 

b. Roll Damping Moment 
Figure 48 shows the roll damping moment vs 

angle of attack for Configuration E for M
00 

= 0.22. 
There is excellent agreement between theory and 
experiment for angles of attack up to 12°, but above 
Lhal Lh~ th~ury agrees well with one set of experi
mental data and not the other. The only comment 
that can be made is that the e"'perimental techniques 

of the "tw·o investigators differ greatly. Clare31 used a 
roll·oscillation technique; Regan29 used the standard 
rolli_~g-speed decay method. 
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Figure 48. Roll Damping Moment vs ab for Configuration E. 

A comment should be made concerning the pre
sent numerical method of calculating dynamic de
rivatives, such as C1 . As the missile fins rotate 

p • 

through a 90° roll cycle, the forces and moments 
continually change for nonzero angle of attack of the 
body. Therefore, one method of computing rolling 
motion derivatives is to numerically difference the 
average value of the force or moment coefficient over 
a roll cycle; that is, 

where C; represents any force or moment coefficient. 
This computation of C. is appropriate for large values 

'P 

of rolling speed. The method described by Eq (56) is 
one used in the present analysis. It should be men
tioned, however, that another method could be used. 
This method computes the difference between two 
values of the coefficient at different rolling speeds, 
but at the same roll angle; that is 

(57) 
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This method could be used for very low rolling 
speeds, such as roll oscillations about a roll trim 
angle; it would yield, for example, the roll angle 
variation of the roll damping moment while a missile 
is oscillating in roll lock-in. 

Figure 49 gives the roll damping moment vs angle 
of attack for Configuration F for M

00 
= 0.6 and 1.3. 

Although the slight drop in C1 near ab = 17° is not 
p 

predicted, the agreement between theory and experi-
ment is generally good over the angle of attack range. 
Comparing Figures 48 and 49, it is seen that the trend 
of ct with ab is very different between the two 

p 

planforms. One might suspect, based on the earlier 
discussion of induced roll moment, that this different 
character would be due primarily to the difference in 
semispan between the two configurations. The roll 
damping moment for several fin planforms and se
mispans was computed in order to identify the domi
nant parameter causing the rapid decrease in clp for 
ab near 20°; it was the stall angle of attack of the 
planform and not fin span. For example, consider the 
case of holding the planform and span constant (say a 
rectangular planform of a given span), and varying 
the aspect ratio so that the stall angle of attack varies. 
The aspect ratio decreases (and the stall angle of 
attack increases) as the drop in C1 at large angle of 

p 

attack disappears. 
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Figure 49. J<oll Damping Moment vs ab for Configuration F. 
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c. · Steady-State Rolling Speed 
The steady-state roll rate of a missile whose fins 

are canted is caiculated in a manner similar to C1 . 
p 

:rhe steady~state ~all rate is. defined as the rolling 
speed at .which the roll driving moment balances 
with the roll damping moment. Therefore, the non
dimensional steady~state roll rate, Pss is the roll rate 
such that 

i~ [C1]p=pssd</> = 0. 

Only one comparison of theory and experiment is 
made for steady-state rolling speed. because of the 
lack of data for other planforms. Figure 50 shows the 
steady-state rolling speed vs angle of attack for Con
figuration E for a fin cant of 4° (differential fin 
defie~tion) and M,., = 0.23. The theory slightly over
predicts Pss for angles of attack less than 12°, .but for 
ab > 12° the theory agrees perfectly with one set of 
data and underpredicts Pss for the other set. The 
reason the th~ory predicts roll slowdown is rather 
difficult to determine. From numerical experiments 
with the present method it was found that roll slow
down was predicted for each of the planforms shown 
in Figure 30. One qualitative comment that can be 
made, however, is that even though the roll damping 
moment decreases at large angle of attack (Figure 48), 
the roll driving moment (i.e., tin cant) decreases at a 
faster rate on every planform investigated . 
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Control Deflections 

a. Pitch (or Yaw) Control 
Pitch control force coefficient is defined as the 

normal force coefficient of the entire missile configu
ration (body plus fins) with the fins deflected minus 
the normal force coeffident of the entire missile 
without the fins deflected; that is, 

Using slender body theory notation, one can write 

(55) 

The second and fourth terms are computed in the 
present analysis, but the first and third are not. The 
first term can be segregated into two terms: 

[CzB!flj6i'"o = [Cz8mj6i=O + CzB<Ii>' (56) 

where the second term on·: the right side of the 
equation is the normal force coefficient of the body 
due to control deflection of the fins. Substituting Eq 
(56) into Eq (55), one has·· 

(57) 

A simple result of slender body theory is used to 
estimate C . Using the definition of the in:terfer-

za<6i> .. 

ence lift ratio, k8 (see Ref. 24, pp 213-218), one has 

Substituting this into Eq (57), one has 

The term k8 is calculated from slender body the
ory assuming that the angle of attack of the body is 
zero. One could use Eq (58) to calculate ~C. for any 
angle of attack and neglect the inconsistency be
tween this and the derivation of k8 . The present 
analysis, however, chooses the approach of ~egregat
ing the ab = 0 fin deflection interference and then 
using this constant value for nonzero ab. Rewriting 
Eq (58) according to this approach, we have 

~Cz = [Czr<Dl]6i"o - [C•rte,]6,=0 + ks[Czl(s,l6.,<0 . (59) 
' ab-o 

Equation (59) was used in the present analysis for 
compu~ing pitch control forces with fin-body inter
ference. k8 is a simple function of a/b0 and is plotted 
in Figure 51. · 
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Figure (H. Interference Lift Ratio vs a/b0 (from Ref. 24) 

Figures 52, 53, and 54 show the pitch control force 
versus angle of attack for M00 = 0.7 and 1.2 for fin 
configurations B, C, p.nd D, respectively. The control 
force shown in these figures is for cJ> = 0° and the 
horizontal' panels deflected 10°; that is, o1 = o3 = 10° 
and o2 = o4 = oo. The agreement between theory and 
experiment. is generally fair for the three fin plan
forms and the angle of attack range. It can be seen 
from these three figures that the control force for ab 

= 0° for the three planforms is almost identical. 
Although the leading edge sweep angles are 0°, 
38.7°, and 67.4°, respectively, all three planforms 
have the same aspect ratio: 1.67. The trend with angle 
of attack is significantly different for the three plan
forms. For A1• = 0° (Figure 52), the control force 
drops off sharply with angle of attack to the extent 
that for 15° < ab < 20° a positive control input 
produces a r,egative control force. Note that this 
phenomenon is not caused by the body vortex wake, 
but by the interaction of the nonlinear normal force 
curve (i.e., fin stall and body upwash). For A1• = 38.7° 
(Figure 53), ~Cz is nearly constant for low ab and then 
drops off with angle of attack. The experimental data 
for M

00 
= 0.7 show a region of control force reversal 
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near ab = 17°. For Ate = 67.4 ° (Figure 54), ACz is 
almost constant out to ab = 14° and then shows a 
slight decrease with angle of at~ack. Also note the 
insensitivity of ACz to Mach number. This is due to 
the low Mach number normal to the leading edge of 
the planform. 
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Figure 52. Pitch Control Force vs ab for Configuration B (t/> = oo, 
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Figure 54. Pitch Controi Force vs ab for Configuration 0 (t/> = oo, 
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Figures 55, 56, and 57 show the pitch control force 
vs angle of attack for all panels deflected 10° (¢ = 

. 45°) for fin planforms B, C. and 0, respectively. The 
agreement between theory and experiment is gener
ally fair for the three planforms over the angle of 
attack range. Similar trends of ACz vs angle of attack 
are seen in Figures 55. 56. and 57 as compared to 
Figures 52, 53, and 54, respectively. For¢ = 45° and oi 
= 10°, however, no control reversals are seen over 
the angle of attack range. Also. the delta planform 
(Figure 57) shows that the control effectiveness in
creases slightly with angle of attack up to ab = 12" for 
·both Mach numbers. 
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b. Roll Conlrol 
Figures 58, 59, and 60 show the roll control mo

ment vs angle of attack for M00 = 0.7 and 1.2 for fin 
Configurations B, C, and 0, respectively. These roll 
control moments are for cJ> = 0° and o1 = -o3 = 10° 
and o2 = o4 = 0°. The theory generally predicts larger 
roll control moments than experiment, but the theo
retical trends with angle of attack are valid. For the 
rectangular and clipped delta planform (Figure 58 
and 59), a large region of roll control reversal occurs 
for ab > 15°. This region is fairly well predicted by 
the present analysis. For the delta planform (Figure 
60), the theory· substantially overpredicts the roll 
control moment up to ab = 20° and then a control 
reversal .is predicted. The overprediction near ab = 
0° _could be due to an inaccurate span wise loading or 
it could be due to a physical characteristic of control 
deflection not included in the present theory (for 
example, root chord gap). When a fin panel is de
flected for control, a. spanwise gap is created at the 
root"chord of the·fin. The gap size increases as the fin 
deflection and root chord length increases. For Con
figuration 0 the root chord length is 100% longer and 
50% long~r. respectively, than configurations B and 
C. This characteristic would decrease the predicted 
value of the roll control moment if it were included 
in the theory. 
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Conclusions and Recommenda
. tions 

The following conclusions and recommendations 
are drawn from the present investigation. 

1. The spanwise and chordwise pressure distri
butions are of sufficient accuracy to be used 
as an aid in estimating root bending and 
hinge moment structural loads. The hinge 
moment predictions can also be used as a 
design aid in sizing control deflection actu
ators. 

2. Evidt:!HCI:! was fuu11u lu su~~~~l l11al stall near 
the root chord on highly swept fins washes 
outboard and, consequently, decreases the 
outboard loading on the fin. Aithough this 
element is not included in the present the
ory, one might conceive of a method of ap
proxl.mating this phenomenon in the analy
sis. 

3. Certain comparisons between theory and ex
periment suggest that the stall angle of at
tack increases with Mach number. If suffi
cient data could be gathered on this trend, it 
should be added to the analysis. 

4. The results of the present method could be 
enhanced by improving the empirical data 
for the body flow field model or by using a 
more accurate body flow field model. An 
improved flow modQl should contain more 
compressibility dfcct3. 

5. In general, short span fins product! lar~er 
nonlinear forces and moments (such as in
duced side force and induced roll moment) 
than larger span fins. This typically occurs 
even though the exposed fin area is smaller. 

6. The present method could be improved by 
requiring the basic chordwise and spanwise 
pressure distribuhom to b4l dependent on 
free stream Mach number. This should be 
done after sufficient pressure distribution 
data on. wings alone planforms becomes 
available for various Mach numbers. 

7. The nonlinear decrease in roll dam ping for 
large angles of attack was found to be due to 
the stall angle of attack of the fin. The stall 
angle is primarily determined by the aspect 
ratio and leading edge sweep. 

8. The present method should be coupled to a 
body force and moment predictive method 



so that complete vehicle force and moment 
predictions are available. 

9. The rapid decrease in pitch control force at 
large angles of attack is predicted by the 
method. 

10. Predicted roll control reversal at large angles 
of attack generally agrees with experimental 
data. 

11. The present method should prove a valuable 
tool for flight vehicle designers because of 
its ability to address general fin planforms. 
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APPENDIX A 

Structure and Listing of Computer 
Program 

The computer program which implements the 
theordical method is constructed in a modular fash
ion. This design was chosen so that a user could more 
easily identify any difficulties one might have with 
the program and make changes. A large number of 
COMMENT cards also are included in the program to 
aid the user. The main program and subprogram 
names, card image lengths, and computer memory 
lengths are shown in Table A-1. 

The structure of the program is depicted in the 
overview flow chart (Figure A-1). The flow chart 
shows the main program and every subprogram 
along with the communication between each of 
them. However, the flow chart does not show any 
data transfer by way of COMMON statements. All 
input and essentially all output is accomplished from 
the main program. 

A complete listing of the computer program is 
given in Table A-2. 

A user could rather easily reduce the computer 
memory requirements needed to run the program. 
The majority of memory (88%) is used in two triply 
dimensioned arrays: VVEL (6, 73, 51) and WVEL (6, 
73, 51). These arrays are used to story v and w velocity 
components calculated in FLOW .and transferred to 
FINLOAD. These arrays store v and w in the cross
flow plane at the axial location of the fins for a given 
angle of attack of the body. The first subscript sets the 
maximum number of ab's that can be calculated in a 

given· computer run, the second subscript sets the 
number of roll angles used to calculate fin loa~s, and 
the third subscript sets the number of spanwise loca
tions along the exposed semispan used to calculate 
fin loads. By changing the program such that only 
three ab's are permitted in one run, a user can reduce 
computer memory by 22,338 words. The second and 
third subscripts should not be changed in the pro
gram for purposes of conserving memory. 

Although the computer run time is discussed in 
Appendix B, a short discussion is given here concern
ing a simple modification of the code that, for certain 
cases, would significantly reduce the run time. The 
majority of computation time in the execution of the 
program is consumed in calculating the body flow 
field in subroutine FLOW. As discussed in the pre
vious paragraph, the v and w velocity components 

· are calculated in a polar grid pattern for an axial 
location at the fins and for a given ab. If a user plans 
to make a number of computer runs for fin planforms 
with the same semispan and located a.t the same axial 
station along the body, the modification should be 
made. For this case the body flow field calculated in 
FLOW would be exactly the same for each computer 
run. Therefore, the. flow field stored in arrays U (1), 
VVEL (1, J, K), and WVEL (1, J, K) should be stored on 
disc or tape and recalled for later computer runs. In 
this way the subroutine FLOW will not have to be 
called each time a c:omputer run is made. 

Table A-1. Description of Quantity of Computer Code 

Program Element Type 

Main Program 
Subroutine Subprogram 
Subroutine Subprogram 
Function Subprogram 
Subroutine Subprog,ram 
Subroutine Subprogram 
Function Subprogram 
Subroutine Subprogram 
Blank Common 
Labelled Common 

Name 

FINLOAD 
IDSUB 
IPSUB 
CN 
CNPREP 
FLOW 
TBLOOK 
SIM 

Total 

Card Length 

562 
22 
37 
25 
53 

134 
·29 
26 

888 

Memory Length 
(Words) · 

48 349 
81 

182 
118 
302 
903 

82 
82 
16 

233 
50 34R 

(142 2548) 
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SUBROUTINE 
IDSUB 

CALCULATES FIN-FIN 
INTERFERENCE DUE TO 
CONTROL DEFLECTION 

SUBROUTINE 
IPSUB 

CALCULATES FIN-FIN 
INTERFERENCE DUE TO 

ROLUNG MOTION 

MAIN PROGRAM 

FINLOAD 
INPUT 

CENTRAL CALCULATION 

OUTPUT 

FUNCTION 
CN 

CALCULATES THE LOCAL 
NORMAL FORCE 

COEFFICIENT 

SUBROUTINE 
CNPREP 

CALCULATES VARIOUS 
CONSTANTS NEEDED 

IN SIJRROIJTINE CN 

SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE 
FLOW 

CALCULATES THE FLOW 
FIELD ABOUT THE BODY 

SIM 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 

ROUTINE 

FUNCTION 
TBLOOK 

TABLE LOOK-UP 
ROUTINE 

Figure A-1. Overview Flow Chart for Computer Program 

Table A-2. Computer Program Listing 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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PROGRAM FINLOAOCINPUT,OUTPUT,TAP~S=IMPUTJ 

THIS PROG~AM CALCULATES THE FORCES ANO MON~NTS PROOUC~O 
BY CRUCIFJRM FINS ATTACHED TO A MISSILE IN SUBSONIC A~D 
TRANSONIC FLOW. 
PROGRAMME) BY W. L. OBERKAMPF CNOV. 1~79 • APRIL 1780) 

COMMON AtBlAtCR,AEtPltOETA,COSLEtTANL~tTA~TE,~AC~tALP~A 
COMMON /A/ BOtSFtSIGMAtCNAtiNTltiNT2 
COMMON /B/ RADtXVtiALPHA 
COMMON ICI UVELtVSTOtWSTOtSINPtCOSP,SINLEtiABtSINTEtCJSTE, 
CBETAtTANG~tGAMLEtGAMTE 

REAL MACHtiPtiNTltiNT2tiNT3tiNT4tiNT5tiNT6tiNT7tiNT8t 
1INT9tiNT1ltiNT11tiNT12tiNT13tiNT14tiNT1StiNT16,I~T17tiNT18 

DIMENSION FCOTRLC4JtALPHAC6J,ROLLRC6JtiNT1C51Jti~TZC51JtZETASC51Jt 
1ETASC51JtiNTJC51JtiNT4CS1J,INTSC51JtVVELC6,7J,;1),WVELC6,73t51J, 
1VSTOC51JtWSTOC51JtiNT6C51JtiNT7C51Jti~T8CSlJ,I~T9C51JtiNTl~C51J, 
1INT11C51JtiNT12C51JtCSUBLC73)tCS~BZC73JtCSJBMC73J,CSU3YC7J),CSUBNC 
173JtUVELC6JtiNT13C51JeiNT14C51J,tNT15CS1JtiNTL;c;LJtiMT17CSlJ, 
1INT18C51JtCSUBPC73JtCSUBHC73JtCSUBBC73JtFCTRLEC4J,CZA~C6JtCMAVC6J, 
lCYAVC6JtC~AVC6J,CLAVC6JtCZTOTC19J,CMTJTC19JtCYTOTC19JtCNTOTC19Jt 
1CLTOTC19J,TITLEC10J 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
ftN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

•fiN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

2 
3 ,. 
5 
6 
1 
B 
9 

1 0 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
z~ 

21 
22 
23 

I". 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Cont) 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

BEGIN INPUT OF MISSILE AND FIN GEOMETRY CUSE METRIC U~ITSJ 
INPUT TITLE FOR MISSILE GEOMETRY CMA.IMUM OF !>) CHARACTERS) 

READ C5t120J CTITLECIJti=ltlOJ 

A:BODY RADIUS CMETER) 
BO=SEMI-SPAN CMETERJ 
CR:ROOT CHORD CMETERJ 
Xl=X LOCATION OF LEADING EDGE ROOT CHORD C~ETE~) 
GAMLE=LEAJING EDGE SWEEP CDEGJ 
GAMTE=TRAILING EDGE SWEEP CDEGJ 
XH=X LOCATION OF PANEL HINGE MOMENT REFERE~CE 

END INPUT OF MISSILE AND FIN GEOMETRY 

BEGIN INPUT FOR DESIRED FORCES AND MO~ENTS 
ENTER ~ IF QUANTITY DESIRED; ENTER ZERO IF NOT JESIREJ 
ICZCM=FIN NORMAL FORCE AND PITCH MJME~T 
ICYCN=FIN SIDE FORCE AND YAW MOMENT 
ICL=FIN ROLL MOMENT 
IPANEL=PANEL NORMAL FORCEt HINGE MOMENT AN) ROOT BENDING MOMENT 

READ CS t*) ICZCM tiCYCNt ICLt !PANEL 

ENTER ANGULAR PARAMETERS OF FINS AND BODY 
FCOTRLCIJ=CONTROL DEFLECTION OF ~ACH FIN CJEGJ; FOUR ~ALUES 

IALPHA=NU~BER OF BODY ANGLES OF ATTACK CMAXo OF SIX) 
ALPHACIJ=BODY ANGLES OF ATTACK COEGJ 
IROLLR=NU~BER OF BODY ROLL RATE5 CMAXo OF SIX) 
~OLLRCIJ=BODY ROLL RATES CPHIDOT•BJI~t DIMENSIJ~LESSJ 

READ C5t*) CFCOTRLCIJtl=l••) 
READ CSt•J IALPHAtCALPHACIJti=ltiALPHA) 
READ CSt*) IROLLRtCROLLRCIJti=ltiROLLRJ 

ENTER FREESTREAH MACH NUMBER; FIN LEADING EDGE ~UST BE SUBSONIC 

READ CSt*) MACH 

END INPUT FOR FORCES AND MOMENTS 

8£GIN CALCULATION QF NEEDED CONSTANTS 

PI =ACOS C-1.) 
RAD=180oiPI 
DETA=lol5lo 
DZETA=DETA 
AA=A•A 
80 A:60 -A 
GAMLE:GAMLEIRAD 
GAMTE=GIIMTE IRAn 
S I NLE= S Il'H GAMLEJ 
COSLE=COSC GAMLEJ 
TANLE=TANtGAMLC) 
SINTE=SINCGAMTEJ 
COSTE=COSCGAMTEJ 
TANTE=TANC GAMTEJ 
SF=o5•BOA••2•C2o•CRIBOA-TANLE+TANTEJ 
AE=2.•BCA••21SF 
CT=CR-B'A•CTANLE-TANTEJ 
XV=Xl+oS*Co2S•CR+o2S•CT+BAA•TANLEJ 
GAMMAM:~ o 
IFCMACH.GTolo) GAMMAM:ACOSCloiHACH) 
TANGM=TANCGAHMAH) 
IFCGAHLEoGEoGAMHAMJ GO TO 9 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
F,IN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FU 
FIN 

. FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FI~ 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3'i 
31 
32 
33 
H 
35 
3& 
37 
38 
39 
.. o 
H 
.. 2 
'3 
H 
.. 5 
.. !) 

H 
.. 8 
.. 9 
ji) 

51 
52 
53 
5• 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
!)~ 

Sl 
&2 
&3 
H 
!>5 
!>!> 
!>7 
&8 
!>9 
70 
71 
72 
73 
H 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
a• 
85 
8!> 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
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Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Coot) 

c 

PRINT 2JO 
STOP 

9 IFCMACHoLE•1•t 8ETA:SQRTC1o•MACH••2r 
IFCMACHoGTo1o) BETA=SQRTCMACH••2•1o) 
HCZCP4=2HNO 
HCYCN=2HNO 
HCL=2HNO 
HPANEL=;:HNO 
IFCICZCM.~Q.l) HCZCM=3HTES 
If( ICYCN. ~Q.l) HCYCN=3HYES 
IFCICLoEGo1) HCL=3HYES 
IFCIPANELoEGo1) HPANEL=3HYES 

C END CALCULATION Of NEEDED CON5TANT3 
c 
C BEGIN CALCULATION OF SIGMA 
c 

c 

ETA=O • 
DO 11 J=1,51 
ZETA""Q, 
ETAF=C1o+~TA••C2o•AE))•SQRTC1o•~TA••2~ 
TEMP=CR-BJA•CTANLE-TANTE)•ETA 
DO 1il 1=1,51 
ZETAF=SQRTCZETA)•EXPCZETA••2/~QRTCCOSLE)) 
INT1CI)=TEMP•ZETAF•ETAF 
ZETAS C I t=ZETA 

10 ZETA=ZETA+OZETA 
CALL SIMCINT1tDlETAt51tiNT2CJ)) 
ETAS(J):ETA 

11 ETA=ETA+O~TA 
CALL SIMCINT2,DETAt51tSIGHA) 
SIGMA=SF/30A/SIGHA 

C END CALCULATION Of.SIGHA 
c 
C BEGIN CALCULATION OF CNA 
c 

c 

UVEUU=l• 
DO H J=1t51 
VSTO(J)=Oo 

12 WSTO(J):'). 
I AB=l 
S INP=D • 
COSP,1a 
CALL CNPR:::P 
CNA=CNClo/RAQ)•RAO 

C £NO CALCU~ATION OF CNA 
c 
C CALL FIN-FIN INTERFERENCE SUBROUTINE 
c 

t: 

FCTRLf(li;FCOTRL(l) 
FCTRLE(2):fCOTRLC2) 
FCTRLEC3):FCOTRLC3) 
FCTRLEC4):fCOTRLC.) 
IF((FCOTR~(l)oEGoOotoANDoCFCOTRLC2)•EG•~•)oANOoCFCOTRLC3)aEGo0a) 

CoAND.CFCOTRL(4).EQ.O.)) GO TO 1' 
CALL IDSUBCFCOTRLtFCTRLE) 

C CALL ROLL DAHPING INTERFERENCE SUBROUTINE 
c 

58 

1~ IP=L• 
DO 15 I=ltiROLLR 

15 IFCROLLRCUoNEoto) GO TO 16 
GO TO 17 

16 CALL IPSUBCIP) 
17 GAHLE=GAHLE•RAO 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

. FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
F1N 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
fiN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
FIN. 
FIN 

92 
93 
H 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

11)0 

lH 
lJ2 
1Q3 
1H 
105 
106 
107 
1D8 
lJ'} 
llD 
111 
112 
113 
1H 
us 
116 
117 
118 
119 
121) 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
13U 
131 
132 
1:53 
1H 
135 
136 
137 
138 
1H 
Hl 
141 
142 
t•J 
1H 
HS 
1'6 
1H 
148 
H9 
15:J 
151 
152 
153 
1s• 
155 
156 
157 
158 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Cont) 

c 

GAHTE=GAH TE •RAD 
CNA::CNAIRAD 
PRINT 1'ltCTITLECiltl=ltlCJ,A,BJ,CRtK1tGAHLEtG,~TEtXHtSFtAEtCTt 
lSIGHAtCNAoiPtHCZCHtHCYCNtHCLtHPA~ELtCitFCOTRLCIJtl=lt') 

PRINT 102tCALPHAliJtl=ltiALPHA) 
DO 1~ I=1t1ALPHA 

18 ALPHACIJ=ALPHACIJ/RAD 
PRINT lCJ 
PRINT lO'v(ROLLRCI>ti=ltiROLLR) 
PRINT ll2tHACH 
GAHL~=GAHLE/RAD 

GAHTE=GAHTEIRAD 
DO 19 I=1t~ 
FCOTRL(I):FCOTRLCIJIRAD 

19 FCTRLECIJ=FCTRLECI)/RAD 

C CALL FLOW FIELD CALCULATION SUBROUTIN~ 

c 

c 

CALL FLOWCUVELtVVELtWVEL) 
I AB=1 

C BEGIN ANGLE OF ATTACK LOOP 
c 

c 

3!l AB=ALPHAC I ABJ 
COSAB=COS( AB) 

C BEGIN ROLL RATE LOOP 
c 

c 

IRR=1 
35 P~ID=ROLLRCIRR)/80 

PHI='• 
IPHI=l 
DPHI=S• IRAD 
DIPHI=1 
ISWTCH=l 
ISAV=O 

C BEGIN ROLL ANGLE LOOP 
c 

c 

4C SINP=SINCPHI) 
COSP=COSC PHU 
ITEHP=l 
IFCCIPHieGEe20JeANDeCIPHieLEe37)) IT~HP=Z 
IFCCIPHI.GEe38)eANDeCIPHieLEe55J) ITE~P=l 
IFCIPHI.GE.56) ITEMP=4 
IFCITEHP+ISAV.(Q.5) ISAV=O 
TEHP2=FCTRLECITEHP+ISAV)•SIGNCletCOSCPHI-ISWTC~•CleE-5)J) 
SINDE=SINCTEHP2) 
COSDE=COS( TEHP2) 
TEHP=FCOTRLCITEHP+ISAV)•SIGNC1etCOSCPHI-ISWTCH•C1eE-5))) 
SIND=SINC T EHP) 
COSD=COSC TEMP) 
DO 45 I=lt51 
VSTOCI)=VVELCIABtiPHitiJ 

45 WSTOCIJ=WVELCIABtiPHiti) 

C CALL SUBROUTINE WHICH PREPARES CONSTANTS N~EOEO IN SU~PROGRAH CN 
c 

c 

CALL CNPR::P 
ETA=O• 

C BEGIN ETAC R) LOOP 
c 

DO 69 J=lt51 
ZETA=D• 
RTEMP=A+BlA•ETA 
XTE"P=CR-BOA•CTANLE-TANTE)•ETA 
XTE=Xl+CR+BOA•TANTE•ETA 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FI.N 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
Filii 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 

159 
Hs!J 
1!il 
162 
163 
1!i4 
165 
166 
1!i7 
168 
169 
17D 
111 
112 
113 
174 
175 
176 
117 
1B 
179 
18!l 
181 
182 
183 
18~ 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
l!H 
132 
193 
lH 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
2!JO 
2H 
2]2 
2113 
2H 
2J5 
206 
231 
2iJ8 
2l9 
210 
211 
212 
213 
2H 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
2H 
22'5 
226 

59 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Cont) 

ETAF=C1e+~TA••C2.•AEI»•SQRTC1e-~TA••Z» FIN 
PHIOR:PHIO•RTEMP FIN 
UL=SQRTCUWELCIAB»••2+CWSTOCJ)+PHIDR•SINPJ••2+C~STOCJJ- FIN 

1 PHIOR•COSP) u2) . FIN 
TEMPL=COSAB•CSINOE+IP•PHIORJ FIN 
TEMP2:CVSTOCJJ+PHIOR•SINPI•COSOE•SINP FIN 
TEMP3=CWSTOCJJ-PHIOR•COSPJ•COSOE•COS? FIN 
VECN=1e+2e•SINOE•IP•PHIOR+CIP•PHIORJ••2 FIN 
A L=AS INC C TE MP1- TEMP2+ TEMP3) /VE CN/ UU FIN 
CNN=CNCALJ FIN 

C FIN 
C BEGIN ZETAClO LOOP FIN 
C FIN 

00 59 J;;t t!il FIN 
ZETAF=SQRTCZETAJ•EXPCZETA••2/SQRTCCOSLEJJ FIN 
TEMP=XTEMP•ZETAF•ETAF•C~N•UL••2 FIN 
IF<ICL.EQ.H GO TO 55 FIN 
INT3CI J:RTEMP•TEMP FIN 

SS IFCICZCM.E:QeO) GO TO 57 FIN 
INHC I» >2TEMP•C03D•COSP FtN 
INT5CIJ=TEMP*CCXTE-XTEMP•ZETAJ•COSO•COSP-RTEMP•SINO•SINPJ FIN 

57 IF C ICYCNe ~Q.I!) GO TO 58 FIN 
INT6C I J =TEMP•COSO•S INP FIN 
INT7CIJ=TEMP•CCXTE-XTEMP•ZETAJ•COSO•SINP+RTEMP•SINO•COSPJ FIN 

59 IFC IPANELeEGe!l) GO TO 59 FIN 
I N T13 C I J : T E MP F HI 
INTL,CIJ=TEMP•CCXTE-XTEMP•ZETAJ-KHJ FIN 
lNT15C I J=~TA•TEMP FIN 

59 ZETA=ZETA+OZETA FIN 
C FIN 
C END ZETAU J LOOP FIN 
C FIN 

IFCICL.EG.:U GO TO 65 FIN 
CALL SIMCINT3tOZETA,51tiNT8CJJ) FIN 

65 IF<ICZCM.EQ.OJ GO TO 67 FIN 
CALL SIMCINT,,OZETA,51tiNT9CJJ) FIN 
CALL SIMCINTS,OZETA,51e1NT10(JJJ FIN 

fl1 lF([CYCN.F~.nl GQ TO 68 ~lN 

CALL SIMCINf&tOlETAt51eiNT11CJJJ FIN 
~ALL SIHCINT7,0Z£TA,S1,INT12CJ)J FIN 

&8 IF CIPANEL. E:Ge'l) GO TO 69 FIN 
CAll SIHC1Nfi3,0ZETAt51,INT16CJJJ FIN 
CALL SIPHINTH,OZETAt51tiNT17CJJJ FIN 
CALL SIMCINT15,0ZETAt51,INT18CJJ) FIN 

69 ETA=ETA+OETA FIN 
C FIN 
C ENC ETACRJ LOOP· FIN 
r. FIN 

IFUCLeEG.~J GO TO 70 FIN 
CALL SIMCINTB,OETA,51,CSUBLCIPHIJ) FIN 

7D IFCICZCMeEQeO) GO TO 72 FIN 
CALL SIMCINT9tOETAt~1tCSUBZCIPHIII Fl~ 
CAll SI~llN11DtDETAe5ltCSUBMCIPHiJJ FIN 

72 IF C ICYCN. ::G.U) GO TO 73 FIN 
CALL SIMCINT11,0ETA,S1tCSUBYCIPHIJJ FIN 
CALL SIMCINT12tDETA,51tCSUBNCIPHI)) FIN 

73 IFCIPANELeEGeOJ GO TO 1• FIN 
CALL SIMCINT16tOETA,51,CSUBPCIPHIJ) FIN 
CALL SIMCINT17tOETA,51tCSUBHCIPHIJJ FIN 
CAll SIMCINT18tOETAe51eCSUBBCIPHIJ) FIN 

7' PHI=PHI+OPHI FIN 
IPHI=IPHI+OIPHI FIN 
IFCIPHieLE:.73J GO TO'() FIN 
IFCCCFCOT~l(l)eEGeOeJeANO.CFCOT~LC2J.EGeleJeA~)oCFCOTRLC3)eEGeD•J FIN 

leANO.CFCOTRLC.JeEG.OeJ).OR.CISWTCH.EQ.-1)) GO TO 79 FIN 
C FIN 
C BEGIN PREPARATIONS FOR DOUBLE VALUED CONTROL FJRCES AND MOMENTS FIN 

60 

227 
228 
229 
2 30 
Z31 
232 
233 
2H 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
2'2 
H3 
2H 
245 
H& 
2U 
2U 
H9 
250 
Z5l 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
~:.5 
2&6 
261 
268 
269 
27C 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
275 
217 
271 
279 
280 
Z81 
282 
283 
28. 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
BQ 
291 
292 
293 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Cont) 

c 

c 

PH I =PI 12. 
IPHI=l9 
DPHI=PII2o 
DIPHI=lB 
ISWTCH:-1 
ISAV=l 
IFCICL.£Qo0) GO TO 75 
SAIIL19:CSUBLC19) 
SAIIL37:CSUBU37) 
SAVL55 :CSUBU 55) 

75 IFCICZCMo~Q.O) GO TO 76 
SAIIZ19=CSUBZU 9) 
SAVM19:CSUBMC19) 
SAVZ37:CSUBZC 37) 
SAVM37:CSUBMC3H 
SAVZ55=CSJBZC55) 
SAVM55=CSUBMC55) 

76 IFCICYCN.~Q.O) GO TO 77 
SAVT19=CSUBYU 9) 
SAVN19=CSUBNU 9) 
SAVYH=CSUBYO 7) 
SAVNH:CSUBNCH) 
SAV Y55=CSUB Y( 55) 
SAVN55=CSUBNC55) 

17 IF ( IPANELo EQel) GO TO 78 
SAVP19=CSUSPC19) 
SAVH19=CSUBH(19) 
SAVB19=CSUBBC19) 
SAVPH =CSUBPC 3H 
SAVHH:CSiJ BH( 3 7) 

SAVBH :CSUBB( 3 7) 
SAVP55=CSUBPC55) 
SAVH55=CSUBHC55) 
SAVB55:CSUBBC55) 

78 GO TO 4\J 

C END PREPARATIONS FOR DOUBLE VALUED CONTROL FORC~S AND MOMENTS 
c 

79 CONTINUE 
c 
C END OF ROLL ANGLE LOOP 
c 
C BEGIN PRI~ARY OUTPUT 
c 

c 

TEMPM:SIGMA•BOAI2eiPIIA••3 
TEMPF=SIG~A•BOAIPIIAA 
TEMPP=SIG~A•BDAISF 
ATEMP=ALPHACIAB)•RAO 
IFCICZCM.EQeO) GO TO 82 

C BEGIN OUTPUT FOR CZ AND CM 
c 

PRINT lJ5tROLLRCIRR)tATEMP 
PRINT 1!1!> 
00 80 I=lt19 
PHI =5• • U -1) 
TEMP1=TEMPF•CSUBZCI) 
TEMP2=TEMPF•CSU8ZCI+18) 
TEMPl=TEMPF•CSUBZCI+36) 
TEMP4:TEMPF•CSU8Z(I+54) 
IFCCioNEo19)o0RoCISWTCH.EQel)) ~J TO 795 
TEMPl= TEMPF•SAVZ19 
TEMP2= TEMPF•SAVZJ7 
T£MP3: TEMPF•SAVZ55 

795 CZTOTCI);TEMP1+TEMP2+TEMP3+TEMP4 
80 PRINT 107tPHitCZTOTCI)tTEMP1tTEMP2tT~MP3t!~MP4 

FIN 
FIN 
FUI 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FU 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FUI 
FIN 
FIN 

294 
B5 
296 
297 
298 
299 
J]l 
lH 
3Q2 
lll 
3(14 
335 
3:l6 
3]1 
3Q8 
3!19 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
32!) 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 

33l 
331 
332 
J3l 
334 
335 
336 
]37 
He 
339 
HO 
3H 
342 
343 
344 
34'5 
346 
347 
HB 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
3!>0 

61 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Cont) 

c 

PRINT lC8 
DO 81 I=1t1~ 
PHI=S.•CI-1) 
TEMPl=-TEMPM•CSUBMCI) 
TEMP2=-TE~PM•CSUBMCI+18) 
TEHP3=-TE~PM•CSU8MCI+J6) 
TEHP4=-TEHPH•CSUBMCI+54) 
IFCCI.NE.l~).OR.CISWTCH.EQ.l)) GO TO 805 
TEMP1=-TE~PM•SAVM1~ 

TEMP2=-TE~PM•SAVH37 

TEHP3=-TEMPH•SAVH55 
an5 CMTOTCI):TEMP1+TEHP2+TEMP3+TEMP' 

81 PRINT 1~7tPHitCMTOTCI)tTEMP1tTEM~2tT£MP3tT~MP4 

C END OUTPUT FOR CZ AND CM 
c 

82 IFCICYCN.EQ.O) GO TO 85 
c: 
C BEGIN OUTPUT FOR CY AND CN 
c 

c 

PRINT 105o"OLLRCIRR)oATEMP 
PRINT 10~ 

DO 83 I=lt1~ 
PHI=S••Cl-1) 
TEMPl=-TEMPF•CSUBYCI) 
TEHP2=-TE~Pf•CSUBYCI+l8) 
TEMP3=-TEMPF•CSUBYCI+36) 
TEMP4=-TE~PF•CSUBYCI+54) 
IFCCI.NE.l~)eOReCISWTCH.EQ.l)) GO TO 925 
TEMPl=-TEMPF•SAVYl~ 
TEMP2=-TE~PF•SAVY37 

TEMP3=-TE~PF•SAVYS5 

825 CYTOTCil=TEHPl+TEMP2+TEMP3+TEHP' 
83 PRINT 107tPHitCYTOTCI)tTEHPltTEMP2tT£MP3,T~MP4 

PRINT 110 
DO 84 I=1t19 
Pl'ii-:3.- u-u 
TEMPl=-fEMPHeCSUBNCI) 
TEMP2=-TE~PM•CSUBNCI+18) 
TEHPJ--TEMPM•CSUBNCI•J6) 
TEHP4=-TEMPM•CSUBNCI+54) 
IFCCI.NEel9)e0ReCISWTCH.EQel)l GO TO 935 
TEHP1=-TEMPM•SAVN19 
TEMP2=-TEHPH•SAVN37 
TEHP3=-TEMPH•SAVN55 

835 CNTOTCI):TEHP1+TEMP2•TEHPJ+TEMP' 
84 PRINT 1~7,PHitCNTOTCI)tTEMP1tTEMP2tT£~P3tT~MP. 

C END OUTPUT FOR CY AND CN 
c 

8~ IFCICL.EQeO) GO TO 87 
c 
C B~GIN OUTPUT '0~ CL 
c 

62 

PRINT 105tROLLRCIRR)tATEHP 
PRINT 111 
DO 86 I=lt19 
PHI:S.•CI-U 
TEHPl=TEMPH•CSUBLCI) 
TEHP2=TEHPH•CSUBLCI+18) 
TEHP3=TEM~H•CSUBLCI+J6) 

TEHP,:T£HPM•CSUBLCI+54) 
IFCCI.NE.19).0ReCISWTCHeEQ.1)) GO TO 855 
TEHP1= TEMPM•SAVL19 
TEMP2= TEMPM•SAVL37 
TEMP3= TEMPM•SAVLSS 

855 CLTOTCI):T£MP1+TEHP2+TEMP3+TEHP' 
86 PRINT 1~7tPHitCLTOTCI)tTEMP1tTEMP2tT~MP3tT~MP4 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
fiN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FII'4 
FIN 
.. 1111 
FIN 
FIN 
flN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FU 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
J-lN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

361 
3&2 
3!.3 
354 
3!>5 
356 
3!.7 
368 
309 
370 
371 
372 
373 
JH 
375 
376 
377 
378 
379 
~eQ 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
386 
387 
388 
389 
390 
H1 
392 
393 
JH 
BS 

396 
3'H 
398 
399 
4:JU 
•u 
'l2 
4]3 

•a. 
405 
4J& 
'07 
•oa 
4)9 
HO 
Hl 
412 
HJ 
414 
us 
H6 
H7 
us 
H9 
423 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
~27 
,28 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Coot) 

c 
C tNO OUTPUT FOR CL 
c 

87 IFCIPANELoEGoOJ GO TO 89 
c 
C BEGIN OUTPUT FOR PANEL LOADS 
c 

c 

IFCICL.EQ.:~ PRINT 105tROLLRCIRRJtAT~MP 
PRINT 113 
DO 88 I =1, 19 
PHI=So • CI •1 J 
TEMPl=TEMPP•CSUBPCIJ 
TEMP2=TEMPP•CSUBP<I•18J 
TEMP3=TEM~P•CSUBPCI+36J 

TEMP4=TEM~P•CSUBPCI+54J 

TEMPS=•TE~PP•CSUBHCIJ/CR 

TEMP&=·TEMPP•CSUBHCI+18JICR 
TEMP7=·TE~PP•CSUBHCI+36JICR 

TEMP8=-TEMPP•CSU8H(I+5,JICR 
TEMP9=TEMPP•CSUBBCIJ 
TEMP10=TEMPP•CSUBB(I+18J 
TEMP11=TE~PP•CSUBBCI+36J 
TEMP12=TEMPP•CSUBBCI+54) 
lFCCioNEol~JoORoCISWTCHoEQolJJ GO TO 88 
TEMP1=TEM~P•SAVP19 

TEMP2=TEMPP•SAVP37 
TEMPl=TEM~P•SAVP55 
TEMP5:cTE~PP•SAVH19/CR 

TEHP6=•TE~PP•SAVH37/CR 

TEHP7=-TEMPP•SAVH551CR 
TEHP9=TEHPP•SAVB19 
TEMP10=TE~PP•SAVB37 

TEHP11=TEMPP•SAVB55 
88 PRINT 114tPHitTEMPltTEMP2tTEMP3tTEMP4tTEHP5tTE~~6tTEMP7tTEHP8t 

CTEHP9tTEMP10tTEHP11tTEHP12 

C END OUTPUT FOR PANEL LOADS 
c 

c 

89 DPHI=S.IRAO 
IFCICZCH.~Q.OJ GO TO 9~1 

CALL SIHCCZTOTtDPHit19tCZAV(IRRJJ 
CALL SIHCCHTOTtDPHit19tCHAVCIRRJJ 
CZAVCIRRJ=CZAVCIRRJ•2o/PI 
CHAVCIRRJ:CMAVCIRRJ•2oiPI 

~J lfliCTCN.~y.O) GO TO 91 
CALL SIHCCYTOTtDPHitl9tCYAVCIRRJ) 
CALL SIHCCNTOTtDPHit19tCNAVCIRRJJ 
CYAVCIRRJ:CYAVCIRRJ•2oiPI 
CN.AV( IRRJ =CNAV ( IRRJ •2oiPI 

91 IFCICL.EQ.OJ GO TO 92 
CALL SIMCCLTOTtOPHit19tCLAVCIRRU 
CLAVCIRRJ=CLAVCIRRJ•2oiPI 

92 IRR=IRR+1 
IFCIRRoLEoiROLLRJ GO TO 3~ 

C END ROLL RATE LOOP 
c 

IFCCROLLR(l)oEQoOoJoANDoCIROLLRo~Q.l)) GJ TO ~~ 

IFCCICZCHoEQoO)oANO.CICYCNoEQoO)oANJo(ICL.EQoDJJ GO TO 99 
c 
C BEGIN OUTPUT FOR AVERAGE FORCES ANO'HOMENTS ·OV~~ A CTCLE OF ROLL 
c 

PRINT ll5tATEHP 
IFCICZCHoEQ.CJ GO TO 9' 
PRINT 116 
DO 93 I:l.IROLLR 

93 PRINT 117tROLLRCIJtCZAVCIJtCHAVCIJ 
9' IFCICYCN.~Q.OJ GO TO 96 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN, 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
I" IN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

.29 
430 
.31 
.32 
433 
434 
435 
.36 
437 
438 
439 
HD 
441 
H2 
Hl 
H4 
HS 
H& 
H7 
H8 
H9 
•5J 
451 
.52 
453 
454 
•ss 
4'56, 
•s1 
458 
459 
460 
•&1 
462 
H•3 
464 
465 
4&6 
4&7 
4&8 
4&9 
470 
471 
472 
Ul 
474 
HS 
476 
'+77 
478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 
485 
487 
488 
499 
49:) 
491 
492 
••n 
4'H 
495 
.96 

63 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Cont) 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

64 

PRINT 118 
00 35 I=ltiROLLR 

95 PRINT 117tROLLRCIJtCYAVCIJtCNAVClJ 
96 IFCICL.EQ.~) GO TO 99 

PRINT lU 
00 97 I=ltlROLLR 

97 PRINT 117tROLLRCIJtCLAVCIJ 

END OUTPUT FOR AVERAGE FORCES AND HOHENTS OVER ' CYCL~ OF ROLL 

END PRIMARY OUTPUT 

99 I AB=IAB+l 
IFCIABeLE.IALPHAJ GO TO JD 

END ANGLE OF ATTACK LOOP 

lOll f0Rf1ATUH1J 
101 FORH'T Cl~ltllt60Xt•F I N L 0 A O•tllt42Xt•PREJICTION 3F FORCES AN 

10 MOMENTS PRODUCED BY FINS•tllt5Ktl~A&,I/5Kt•aJDY RADIUS =•• 
1F6elt• M•tii5Xt•FIN SEMI-SPAN =•tF6e3t• H•tii5Kt•ROOT CHORD =•t 
1F.6e3t• M•tiiSXt•AXIAL LOCATION 0~ FIN LEADING EDGE AT THE BODY ;•t 
1F7elt• M•tii5Xt•LEAOING EDGE SWE~P =•tF6e2t• O~G•tii5Kt 
1•TRAILING EDGE SWEEP =•tF6e2t* D~G•tiiSXt 
l•AXIAL LOCATION OF HINGE LINE =•tF7e3t• H•tii5Kt 
l•EXPOS~D SURFACE AREA OF A FIN =•tF7e3t• SQ. ~*tfi5Xt 
l*EXPOSED ASPECT RATIO =•tF6.3tii5Xt•TIP CH3RD =•tF6e3t• M•ti15Xt 
l•NORMAL FJRCE SCALING COEFFICIENT =•tF6e3ti/5Xt•NORMAL FORCE COEFF 
liCIENT SLOPE <FIN ALONEt N/Q SFINJ =•tF6•••• Cl/DEGJ•tiiSXt 
1 *ROLL DAHf)ING INTERFERENCE CO 
lEFFICIENT =•tFS.3,1/SXt*CZ AND CH OESIREDt •A1J,//5Xt 
l•CY AND C~ DESIREDt •A10ti/5Xt*CL DESIREDt •A1Je//5Xt 
l•CPt CH A~D CB DESIREOt •tA10t.CI/5Xt*CONT~OL JEFLECTI3N FIN•ti2e 
1• =•tF6e2t* 0EG•Jtii5Xt*ANGLES OF ATTACK O~SIR~O COEGJ•J 

102 FORMAT CllXt6F7.1) 
103 FORMAT (/5Xt•ROLL RATES DESIRED COIMENSIONLESSJ•J 
10• FORMAT CllXt6F7•3) 
105 FORHATC1Hltii5Xt•ROLL RATE =•tF6e3t* <DIMENSI0NLESSJ*t5Xt 

l•ANGLE OF ATTACK =•eFSelt* DEG•J 
106 FORMAT(////5Xe*PHI•t10Xt•CZ FINS•tllXt•CZ FIN1•t10Xt*CZ FI~2*t 

110Xt•CZ FIN3•tlOX•CZ FIN••tiJ 
107 f-OAMATCr~•ltfl6•~t+PlTe3J 
1J8 FORMATCI///5Xt•PHI•t10Xt•CM FINS•tl~lt•CM ~INL•tlOXt•CH FIN2•t 

llOXt•CM FIN3•,lvXt*CM FIN••tiJ 
109 FORMATCI///5Xt•PHI•t10Xt•CY FINS•t1DXt•CY FINl•tlOXt•CY FIN2•t 

110Xt•CY FIN3•t10Xt•CY FIN••tiJ 
110 FORMAT(//1/SXt•PHI•tlOXt*CN FINS•tlDXt*CN FINL•tlDXt•CN FIN2•t 

llOXe•CN FIN3•t10Xt•CN FtN••t/J 
111 FORMAT(///15Xt*P~I•t10Xt•CL FINS•t1~Xt•CL ~INL•tlDXt•CL FIN2•t 

11CXe•CL FIN3•tlQXt•CL FIN••tiJ 
112 FORMAT (/3Xe•HACH NUMBER =•tFSe2J 
113 FORMAT (////5Xt*PHI*t3Xt•CP FINl•t31t•CP FIN2•t3Kt•CP FIN3•t3Xt 

l•CP FIN4•e3Xe•CH fiNl•tlXt•CH F[~2•e3Xt•CH FINl*t3Xt*Ci FIN••t3Xt 
l•CB FIN1•e3Xe•CB FIN2•e3Xt•CB FIN3•t3Xt•CB FIN,•IJ 

11• FORMAT CF8.1tF9e3t1lflC•lJ 
115 FORMAT C1Hltii5Xt•AVERAGE VALUE OF FORCES •NO ~aHENTS OVER ONE ROL 

lL CYCLE•t/15Xe•ANGLE OF ATTACK =•tFS~lt* O~G•l 
116 FORMAT (////5Xt•ROLL RATE•elOXt•CZ AV~RAGE•elJKe•CH AVERAGE•/) 
117 FORMAT CFl2.J,F20.4eF2t.3J 
118 FORMAT C/1115Xt•ROLL RATE•e10Xe•CY AVERAG~•t10Xt•CN AV£RAGE•IJ 
119 FORMAT (//1/SXt•ROLL RATE•t10Xt•CL AVERAG~•IJ 
12C FORMAT Cl)A6) 
200 FORMAT C1~ltlDCIJt10Xt 

1•SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS•I/1DX 
l•MACH NUMBER TOO LARGE• SUPERSONIC LEADING EDG~ WILL RESULT.•IIlOX 
l•SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS•J 

END 
SUBROUTINE IOSUBCFtFEJ 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FBI 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
ru 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FU 
FIN 
FUI 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

491 
498 
499 
5JC 
5U 
5l2 
50 3 
SH 
535 
516 
507 
5l8 
5!19 
:no 
511 
512 
513 
5H 
515 
516 
517 
51B 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
52t 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
53!1 
531 
532 
533 
!\.H 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
5\0 
SH 
'i42 
5•3 
5H 
545 
5H 
SH 
548 
St9 
55J 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
5&1 
562 
563 
5&4 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Cont) 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES FIN-FIN [~TERFERENC~ JUE T~ CONTROL 
DEFLECTIO~ 

COMMON AtB)AtCRtAEtPitDETAtCOSLEtTANLEtTANTEt~-C~tALP~A 
REAL IDTtHACHt ID 
DIMENSION FC~JtiDTC11JtDOBTCll)tALPHAC6)tF~C·) 
DATA CIDTCIJti=1t11J/e275te2.9te2l.te171te128tel90te057te028t 

c.oco, .co a, .no~ 1 
DOB=AICBl'A+U 
X=O • 
DO 5 I =1, 11 
OOBH I) =X 

5 X=X+e1 
IO=TBLOOKCOOBtOOBTtiDTtll) 
FEC1J=FC1J+IO•CFC2J-FC4J) 
FEC2J=FC2)+ID•CFC1B-FC3)) 
FEC3J:FC3J+IO•CF(.)•FC2)) 
FEC~J=FC.J+ID•CFCJ)·FCl)) 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE IPSUBCIPJ 

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE ROLL OAMPIN~ HO~~NT INTERFERENCE 
COEFFICIENT 

COMMON AtBJAtCRtAEtPitOETAtCOSL~tTANLEtTANJEt~-CHtALP~A 
COMMON /AI BOtSFtSIGMAtCNAtiNT1tiNT2 
REAL IPtiNT1tiNT2tMACH 
DIMENSION DOSTC11JtCLPTC11JtiNT1C51J~l~T2C51)tA.PHAC6) 
DATA CCLPTCI)ti=1t11J/•e159t••15~t·e161t••16~t·e16~,-.1~6t•e121t 

1-.oa6,-.o•J,-.01J,.ooo/ 
SFP=2.•SF+A•C2e•CR+A•CTANLE-TANTEJ)· 
AP=C2.•BDJ••2/SFP 
TEMP=SFP•2.•BO/CPI•A•A•2e*A) 
DOB=A/BC 
X=O• 
DO 5 I=ltll 
DOBTC I) =X 

5 X=X+e1 
CLP=TBLOO<CDOBtDOBTtCLPFtll)•TEHP•AP. 
OZETA=l•/50. 
DETA=OZETA 
ETA=3• 
DO 11 J=1e51 
ZETA=O• 
00 H 1=1,51 
ZETAF:SQRTCZETAJ•EXPCZETA••2/SQRTCCOSLEJ) 
ETAF:C1e+~TA••C2.•AEJJ•SQRTC1e•ETA••2) 
INT1CIJ=CA+BOA•ETAJ••2•«CR•BOA•CTANL~·TANT~J•ETAJ•ZETAF•ETAF 

10 ZETA=ZETA+DZETA 
CALL SIHCINT1tDZETAt51tiNT2CJ)) 

11 ETA=E:T A+D~ TA 
CALL SIHCINT2tDETAt51tTEHP) 
IP=l• +CLP/ C2e/PI •SIGHA•BOA/80/A••3 •C~U * I"Erli=) 
IF UP • L T • l •) I P=O • 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION CNCU 

THIS SUBPROGRAM CALCULATES THE L~CAL NORMAL FO~CE COEFFICIENT 
GIVEN THE LOCAL ANGLE OF ATTACK 

COMMON /0/ KPtKVtAStSAVltSAV2tSAV3 
REAL KPti<V 
CN:r.. 
IFCA.EQ.J.J RETURN 
ASAVE=A 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FU 
FIN 
FII,I 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FU 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
rx~~ 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

5&5 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
SH 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
591 
582 
583 
58~ 

585 
596 
587 
588 
589 
5~o·: 

591· 
592 
593 
5H 
5~5 

596 
SH 
598 
SH 
6ao 
6)1 
602 
633 
6H 
6)5 
606 
637 
6J8 
6:J9 
610 
611 
612 
613 
514 
615 
616 
617 
618 
519 
620 
621 
622 
623 
6H 
6o25 
626 
627 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 

65 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Cont) 

c 

SIGN=AIABSCU 
A=ABSCA) 
IFCAeGT.AS> GO TO 1 
CN:CKP•SINCA>•COSCA>+KV•SINCA>••2>•Cle•SAV1•A••3) 
GO TO 3 

1 CNAS=CKP•SINCAS)•COSCAS)+KV•SINCAS>••2>•Cle•SAVL•AS••5) 
IFCA.GT.2. •AS> GO TO 2 
CNAMAS:CKP•SINCA•AS>•COSCA•AS)+KV•SINCA~AS>••2>•C1-SAV1•CA-AS>••3) 
CN:SAV2•C~AS+SAV3•CNAMAS 
GO TO 3 

2 CN=CSAV2+SAV3>•CNAS 
3 CN:SIGN•CN 

A: A SAVE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTIN£ CNPREP 

C JHIS SUBP~OGRAM CALCULATES VARIOUS CONSTANTS N~~OED IN THE 
C SUBPROGRAM CN 
c 

66 

CO HHON A, :JIIA, C R, A[, l'i, OCTA, Co~LC, TANLC, TAN TC: ,HA Cit, Alrtt A 
COMMON ICI UVELtVSTOtWSTOtSINPtCOSPtSINLEtiABtSINTEtCJSTEt 
CBETAtTANG~tGAMLEtGAHTE 

COHHON IDI KPtKVtASTLtSAV1tSAV2tSAV3 
REAL HACHtHUtKPtKV 
DIMENSION VSTOC51>tWSTOC51)tUVEL(6),ALPHAC6) 
UAV=UVELCIAB) 
CALL SIHCVSTO,OETAt51tVAV> 
CALL SIHC.STOtOETAt51tWAV) 
VRAV=VAV•COSP+WAV•SINP 
GAHLEE=GA~LE+ASINCVRAVISQRTCUAV••2+VRAV••2)) 
GAHTEE=GAHTE+ASINCVRAVISQRTCUAV••2+VRAV••2>> 
IFCABSCGAHLEE>.GTe1e57) &AMLEE=SI&NCle57tGAHLE~) 
IFCGAMLEE.LTeOeJ GAMLEE=O• 
IFcAaSCGAHTEE>.GTele57> GAHTEE=SIGNC1.57t&AHTE~) 
COSLEE=COSCGAHLEE) 
SINLEE=SINCGAHLEE) 
TANTEE=TA~CGAMTEEJ 
CRE:CR•COST(/COSCGAMT~·8AMLE+9AMLEE) 

BOAE~BDA~COSLEEICOS~~ 
AEE=4e/C2e•CR•COSTE•COSLE/CBDA•CJSLEE•COSCGAHT~-GAHLE+GAHLEE)J+ 

lTANTE~·TA~C'A~LEE)) 
CRS=CRE+BJAE•TANTEE 
GAMMA=ATA~CCRSIBDAE) 

TANG= TAN ( \i AHMA J 
PS=2.1 AEEf TANG 
IFCMACHeGToleJ PS=PS/C1e•TANGM/2efTANGJ 
PSI=ATANC2o•PS•TANG) 
IFCHACHeGTelo) PSI=ATANC2e•PS•CTANG-TANGH)J 
TANPSI:TANCPSI) 
SINPSI=SINC PSI J 
KP=4e•PI/CTANPSI+SQRTCTANPSI••2+SINPSI••2i~S~•i•4e•BEfA••2)) 
KV:cKr-Kr••2•TANPSII~.IPI)~SQRTC\•+T\NPSI••2) 

AETEMP=AE:: 
IFCAETEHPeLTele) AETEHP=1• 
IFCAETEHP.GTe4eJ AETEHP=4• 
ASTL=e6632•C1e+e02•CAETEHP-2e)••4)•(1e+lel•CA~T~HP•leJ••2.5• 

CCOSLEE••2J•(le+&e*CAETEMP-1.)••2•SINL~E••41EX?CA~T~HP))/CCOSLEE+1) 
C••C2e•CAETEHP-1.)) 

MU=.9-.2•SQRTCAETEMP)•SINC2e•GAHLEE> 
SAVl=C1e•MUJ/ASTL••3 
SINLEE=ABSCSINLEE) 
SAV2=1···35•Cl.•EXPCAETEMP)/8e•SINLEE••CleiAET~~PJ•SINCCAETEHP-2el 

CJ•GAHLEE>JIC1e+o5*CAETEHP-1e)••3J 
IFCSAV2eLToe65J SAV2=e65 
SAV3=COSLEE••2•AEEI10e 
RETURN 
END 

FIN 633 
Filii 6H 
FIN 635 
F Il\1 636 
FIN 637 
FIN S38 
FIN &:59 
FIN 640 
FIN 6U 
FIN 642 
FIN 643 
FIN &H 
FIN 645 
FIN 646 
FIN 647 
FIN 648 
FIN 649 
FIN 650 
FIN &51 
F{M ~;~ 

FIN !.53 
FIN &54 
FIN &55 
FIN &56 
FIN &57 
FIN 658 
FIN 659 
FIN 6&0 
FIN 5!.1 
FIN 662 
FIN &!03 
FIN &H 
FIN 6':15 
FIN &&& 
FIN 6&7 
FIN &58 
FIN 669 
FIN HJ 
fiN 671 
Ftlll <;7;! 

FIN 673 
FTN fiH 
FIN 675 
FIN 676 
I"U 617 
FIN &78 
FIN 679 
FIN &Bl 
FIN 681 
FIN 5g2 
FIN 683 
FIN 6h 
FIN &85. 
FIN 5g6 
FIN 687 
FIN !088 
FIN 689 
FIN 69!1 
FIN 691 
FIN 6 ~2 
FIN 693 
FIN &94 
FIN 695 
FIN &96 
FIN 697 
FIN 698 
FI'4 699 
FIN 7JD 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Cont) 

SUBROUTIN~ FLOW CUtVVELtWVELJ 
c 
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULAT£S THE FLOW FIELD ABOUT THE BODY 
C FOR UP TO SIX ANGLES OF ATTACKt ~VERY FIVE OEG~~ES IN ROLL 
C ANGLEt ANQ AT 51 EQUALLY SPACED RADIAL LOCATIONS ALONG THE 
C FIN SEMI-SPAN. A DIFFERENT BODY FLOW FIELD CALCULATIO~ 
C TECHNIQUE CAN BE USED IF THE RESULT IS PROPERLf STORE) IN 
C Ut VVELt AND WVELe 
c 

c 

COMMON AtBOAtCRtAEtPitDETAtCOSLEtTANLEtTA~TEtHAC~tALP~A 
COMMON 181 RADtXltiALPHA 
REAL LStLSHEETtMACH 
DIMENSION YVC44JtZVC44JtPHIVC44JtRVC44)tLSC102JtPHISSC102Jt 

1VVELC6t73t51JtWVELC6t73t51JtALPHAC~),U(6) 
NV=44 
BR=BJAIA•OETA 
XV=Xl/A 
IAB=1 

10 AB=ALPHACIABJ 
U C IAB ) =COS C AB) 
SINAB=SINCABJ 

C BEGIN CONCENTRATED VORTEX CALCULATION 
c 

c 

PHIVClJ=H.IRAD 
RVC1J=e70+e060•SQRTCMACH+1eJ•CXV+6eJ•SQRTCAB) 
GT:.35•PI•CXV-6eJ•AB••2 
GCOGT=1·-·1S•AB•XV+e008•CAB•XVJ••2 
GC=GCOGT•GT 
GS:GT-GC 
RC:.330•XV•SQRTCABJ 
IFCRCeLT.l.E-10) RC=1.E-10 
YVC1J=RVC1J•COSCPHIVC1J) 
ZVC1J=RVC1J•SINCPHIVC1J) 

C END CONCE~TRATED VORTEK CALCULATION 
c ·:-
c BEGIN VORTEX SHEET CALCULATION 
c 

PH ISS ( 1) = l • 
DPHIV=PHIVC1J/100e 
DO 21 N=l t101 
COSOUM=COSCPI•PHISSCNJ/C2.•PHIVC1))) 
SINDUM=SINCPI•PHISSCNJ/C2eePHIVC1))) 
BLANK=le+CRVU )+RC) •CPHIVfl )-PHISSCNJ J 
RSHEET=COSDUM+CRVC1J•RCJ•SlNOUM••21BLANK 
DRSDPH=-PI IC 2• •PHI V C1 J) •SUOUM+CC RVU) +RC) •PI •SI ND.UM•C: OS DUM• 
1BLANKIPHIVC1J+CRVC1J+RCJ••2•SINDUM••2J/BLA~K••2 

LSCNJ:SQRTCRSHEET••2•DRSDPH••2J 
IFCRSHEETeLTe1e01 ) GO TO 20 
GO TO 21 

20 LSCNJ=O• 
PHIVC5J:PHISSCNJ 

21 PHISSCN+lJ=PHlSSCNJ+DPHIV 
CALL SIMCLStDPHIVt101tLSHEETJ 
YVC5J=1.Dl •COSCPHIVCSJJ 
ZVC5J=1eDl •SINCPHIVC~)) 

NOUM=NV-3 
N=1 
DO 23 NN=9tNDUHt4 
BLANK2=CNN-SJ•LSHEET/CNV-4b 

.·22 N:i~.PL · 
CALL SIMCLStDPHIVtNtBLANK1) 
IFCBLANK2eGT.BLANK1J GO TO 22 
PHIVCNN);(PHISSCNJ•PHISSCN-11)1~. 

COSDUM=COSCPI•PHIVCNNJ/C2e•PHIVCl)J) 
SINDUH=SINCPI•PHIVCNNJIC2.•PHIV~l))) 
BLANK=1e+CRVC1J+RCJ•CPHIVC1J-PHIVCNNJ) 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FiN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FU 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
PIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FU 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

721 
1)2 
7]3 
7H 
71JS 
7H 
H7 
71J8 
7l9 
710 
711 
712 
713 
714 
715 
716 
717 
718 
719 
720 
721 
722 
723 
724 
725 
72S 
727 
7:!8 
729 
731) 
731 
732 
733 
7H 
735 
736 
131 
738 
739 
HD 
7U 
H2 
H3. 
744 
Jot:, 
H6 
H7 
H8 
H9 
75J 
751 
752 
753 
754 
755 
75& 
151 
758 
,759 
JSO 
761 
762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
767 
768 

f·,· 

67 



Table A-2. Computer Program Listing (Cont) 

c 

RVCNN):COSOUH+CRVCl)+RC)•SINOUM••218LANK 
TVCNN):RVCNN)•COSCPHIVCNN)) 

23 ZVCNN):RVCNN)•SINCPHIVCNN)) 
NDUM=NV•2 
00 2• N=2tNDUHt4 
YVCN): YVCN•1)/CTVCN•1)••2+ZVCN•1)••2) 
ZV CN): ZV CN•1) IC TVCN•U **2+ZVCIII.•l) **2) 
TVCN+1):•YVCN) 
ZVCN+l):ZVCN) 
TVCN+2)=•YVCN•1) 

24 ZVCN+2):ZVCN•1) 

C END VORTEK SHEET CALCULATION 
c 
C BEGIN VELOCITY COMPONENT CALCULATION 
c 

c 

PHI=~ • 
IPHI:l 

3l PHI=PHI/RAO 
COSP=COSCPHU 
'3INP•'JIN(fl11U 
R=l• 
IR;l 

31 Y=R•COSP 
Z;;R•SINP 
IFCABSCY·YVC1))eLTeABSCY-YVC4))) GO TO 32 
Y14=YVC4) 
Z14=ZVC4) 
GO TO 33 

32 YH=YVCU 
Z14=ZVC l) 

33 C=1.2S4•CCY-Yl4)••2+CZ-Z14)••2J/~C••2 
V=C • 
w=c. 
DO 34 J=lt4 
CON1=CY-YVCJ))••2+CZ-ZVCJ))••2 
V=V+C-l)••J•CZ-ZVCJ))/CONl 

3~ W=W+C-l)••J•CY-YVCJ))/CONl 
vs=o. 
W$:(! t 
DO 35 N=5tNV 
CON1=CY-YVCNJJ••2+CZ-ZVCNJ)••2 
VS=VS+C-1)••N•CZ-ZVCN)J/CONi 

35 WS=WS+C-1)••N•CY-YVCN))/CON1 
v= C-2. •Y•Z•SINAB/CY••Z+Z••ZJ••2.•~:•V/C2e•PIJ+ 

12o•GSICPI•CNV-4JJ•VSJ•Cle•£XPC-C)) 
W: CSINAB•Cle+ · CJ••2·Z••2J/CT••2+Z••2J••2J• 

1GC•W/C2·•~IJ-2e•GS•WS/CPI•CNV-4)))•Cle•EXP(-C)) . 
IFCABSCVJ.GT~2•) V=2.•V/ABSCVJ 
IFCABSCWJeGTe2eJ W=2e•WIABSCWJ 
VVELCIABtiPHitiRJ:V 
WVlLClA~tlPH1tlRJ:W 
R:R+OR 
IR=IR+1 
IFCIReL~e51J GO TO 31 
PHI=PHI•RAO 
PHI=PHI+Se 
IPHI=IPHI+l 
IFCIPHieLEe73) GO TO 30 
IAB=IAB+l 
IFCIABeLEeiALPHA) GO TO 1D 

C END VELOCITY COMPONENT CALCULATIJN 
c 

c 

68 

RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION TBLOOKCXtABtORDtNJ 

FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FU 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Flti 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FH.i 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FHI 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FU 
FIN 
F'HJ 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FI~ 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
f'IN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

7&9 
77D 
771 
772 
773 
774 
775 
776 
777 
778 
779 
783 
791 
782 
783 
784 
785 
786 
787 
788 
7119 
H:J 
791 
7'J2 
H~ 
794 
795 
H6 
797 
H8 
7H 
8)!) 
aH 
8)2 
803 
8H 
'3)5 
836 
837 
sa 
819 
81!1 
811 
812 
813 
814 
815 
816 
817 
818 
819 
82i.l 
821 
822 
823 
824 
825 
B2S 
827 
8213 
829 
83Q 
831 
832 
833 
BH 
835 
836 

C.·· 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 

LINEAR INTERPOLATION SUBPROGRAM. ABSCISS~ ~UST 8~ IN 
INCREASIN~ VALUES• LETS YOU KNOW IF VALUE IS JUT OF THE 
RANGE OF THE TABLEt AND THEN CONTINUES ASSUMING SINTER=l• 
N IS THE ~UMBER OF E~TRIES IN THE TABLEe 

DI~ENSION ABCl),ORDCl) 
IFCXeLTeA8Cl)e0ReXeGTeABCNJJ·GO TO 5 
NN:N/2 
IFCXeLTeASCNNJ) 60 TO 3 
I:NN 
NN:NN+NN/2 
IFCX.GT.ASCNN)) I=NN 
GO TO 4 

3 I=l 
NN=NN/2 
IFCXeGT.A3CNNJJ I=NN 

4 I=I+l 
IFCX.GT.A3CIJ) GO TO. 
TBLOOK=ORDCI-1)+CX-ABCI-1JJ/CABCIJ-A8CI-l)J•CO~OCIJ-ORDCI-1JJ 
RETURN 

5 PRINT ltX 
TBLOOK=l• 

1 FORMA TC 1130 X t 
152HABSCISSA WAS NOT IN THE RAN~E o= TiE TA8LEtA8SCISSA: 
1F10e5tll J 

RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SIMCYtHtNNtANSJ 

SIMPSON RULE INTEGRATION. INTEGRAND ~UST BE EV~~LY SPACED. 
NN IS THE Nlf4BER OF INTEGRAND POii\JTS. 

DIMENSION TCU 
ANS=O • 
IF C Nl'll- 2 J i! t 3 t 5 

2 RETURN 
3 ANS=e5•H•CYC1J+Y(2)) 

RETURN 
5 II =NN/2 

II=II •2 
IF C Nl\l- II) 6 t 8 t6 

6 II=NI'II-2. 
DO 7 J=lti It2 

7 ANS=ANS+ CYCJJ+4e•YCJ+1J+YCJ~~)) 

ANS~ANS•HI3e 
RETURN 

8 II=NN-3 
00 9 J=ltiit2 

9 ANS=ANS• CYCJ)••••YCJ+1J+YCJ+2JJ 
ANS=ANS•HIJe 
ANS=ANS•.S•H•CYCII+2J+YCII+J)) 
RETURN 
END 

FII'II 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
Filii 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FBI 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FBI 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 
FIN 

837 
838 
839 
au 
8U 
H2 8., 
8H 
8'5 
H6 
8H 
848 
8'9 
85~ 
851 
852 
853 
as• 
855 
856 
857 
858 
859 
8!il) 
B!il 
8!i2 
8&3 
86. 
865 
866 
8!:.7 
868 
8!i9 
870 
871 
8 72 
873 
BH 
875 
87& 
877 
878 
879 
88iJ 
881 
882 
883 
884 
885 
886 
887 
888 
889 
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APPENDIX B 

Use of the Computer Program 
The input for the program is very simple. Seven 

data cards are needed to execute the program . 

Card 1: Input the title of the missile and fin geometry. The title can be any combination of letters and numbers 
and must be located in columns 1 through 60. Sample card: 

MRAAM CONFIGURATION 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o ·o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 11 1J 16 11 18 1~ /0 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 28 29 30 31 32 3334 35 36 31 38 39 40 41 424344 45 46 41 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 58 59 60 

11 1111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Card 2: Input missile and fin geometry. The order of input variables is: body radius (meter), fin semispan 
(meter), fin root chord (meter), axial location of where the fin leading edge intersects the body (meter), 
fin leading edge sweep (degree), fin trailing edge sweep (degree), and axial location of panel hinge 
moment reference (meter). All data (cards 2 through 7) are input in free format; that is, any format you 
like. Sample card: 

0000 0000 0000 000 0 00 0 000000000000000000000000000000000' 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11 18 19 10 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 28 29 30 31 3133 34 35 36 31 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 48 49 50 51 515354 55 56 51 58 59 EO 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Card 3: Input the forces and moments that the user desires. Enter 1 if quantity is desired and enter Oif quantity 
is not desired. The order of input variables is: fin normal force and pitch moment, fin side force and yaw 
moment, fin roll moment, panel normal force, hinge moment, and root bending moment. Sample card: . /-;T;o.t 

0 0 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 ;3 14 15 IC 11 18 19 20 21 21 23 24 25 26 21 28 29 30 31 31 jJ 34 3536 31 3839 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 41 49 4350 51 52 5354 55 56 51 58 59 60 

i 11 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Card 4: Input the control deflection angle of each fin. The order of input variables is: control deflection Fin 1 
(U.~~n~~),mntrol deflection Fin 2 (degree), control deflection Fin 3 (degree), and control deflection Fin 4 
(degree). Use the sign convention shown in Figure 10 of this document. Sample card . 

. ., -8., -s., -8. 

00 000 000 oooooooooooooooooooooooooououoouuuuuuuuuuuooooooo 
1 I 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 II 16 11 IS 19 20 ll 212321 25 26 111819 30 31 31 lJ 34 35 36 313339 40 II 414344 45 46 41 48 49 50 51 5153 54 55 56 51 58 59 60 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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Card 5: Input the number of angles of attack desire·d and the angles of attack of the body desired. The maximum 
number of angles of attack allowed is six. The order of input variables is: number of body angles of 
attack desired, first angle of attack of the body desired (degree), second angle of attack of the body 
desired (degree), third angle of attack of the body desired (degree), fourth angle of attack of the body 
desired (degree), fifth angle of attack of the body desired (degree), and sixth angle of attack of the body 
desired (degree). Sample card: 

. , 2. s, s. , a. oo, 1 o. , 20. 

0 000 00 00 0 0 0 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
I 2 J 4 5 G 7 8 9 10 II 12 IJ 14 II IG 17 18 19 10 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 JO Jl J2 JJ 34 35 JE 37 38 39 40 41 42 4344 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 12 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 

11111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Card 6: Input the number of roll rates desired and the specific roll rates desired. The maximum number of roll 
rates allowed is six. The input roll rate must be nondimensionlized as ¢ b

0
/U

00
• The order of input 

variables is: number of roll rates desired, first roll rate desired, second roll rate desired, third roll rate 
desired, fourth roll rate desired, fifth roll rate desired, and sixth roll rate desired. Sample card: 

.;,,Q.O,.Olt.2 

0 0 0 0 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
I 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II '2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 14 15 26 27 28 29 JO Jl 32 33 34 35 36 37 JB 39 40 •'I 41 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 II 52 53 14 55 56 57 58 59 60 

11111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

Card 7: Input the free stream Mach number. Sample card: 

1. 15 

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
1 ! ~ 1 ~ c 7 0 0 10 II I! 10 II IG 11 I' 10 10 ro Cl ~H3 gt r' .'r. ll :0 lO l~ 11 llllll li lC ll lO lO tO H tl tl H tl tc tl tO tO 10 It IHHt lilt lliiiOCO 

1111111111111111111111 11111.111111111111111111111111111111 

The output from the program is divided into six 
parts. The first part contains a description and listing 
of all input data and several other values related to 
the fin geometry. Part two contains the normal force 
coefficient and pitch moment coefficient of each fin 
and the fins summed together; if these forces and 
moments are not requested, this part is eliminated. 
Part three contains the side force coefficient and yaw 
moment coeficient of each fin and the fins summed 
together; if these force and moments are not request
ed, this part is eliminated. Part four contains the roll 
moment coefficient of each fin and the fins summed 
together; if this moment is not requested, this part is 
eliminated. Part five contains the panel normal force 
coefficient, hinge moment coefficient, and root bend
ing moment coefficient of each fin; if these forces and 
moments are not requested, this part is eliminated. 
Part six contains the normal force coefficient, pitch 
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moment coefficient, side force coefficient, yaw mo
ment coefficient, and roll moment coefficient aver
aged over one IJUv roil cycle; it the roil rate is speci
fied as zero, this part is eliminated. 

Parts two through five list the forces and mo
ments as a function of roll angle for each angle of 
attack of the body and each roll rate. Part six lists the 
forces and mOi11enls as a fundion of rulll'at~ fur ~ad1 
angle of attack of the body. The output in part six is 
used to calculated quantities such as C1P and steady
state roll raise fate. 

. The computer run time depends on certain op
tions chosen in the input variables. Two examples of 
run time on a CDC 7600 are as follows: Example 1, 
calculate all forces and moments (3 forces and 5 
moments), six angles of attack of the body, and one 
roll rate: 39 s. Example 2, calculate all forces and 
moments, six angles of attack of the body, and six roll 
rates: 184 s. · 
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